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Furnishes 'Proof'

Helm Considered
Best Chance For
Anti-Brown Wing
Louisville Democrat,
Logan County Native,
May Win Strong Support From Conservatives

uccessor To Press J.
ockburn Not Yet Ad18d When He Will
me His Duticts

Wild Driver Cuts Corner,
Damages Fence, Hedge

Marion's $9Q,000 Hospita

A Sunday night auto driver played havoc in the front
yard of Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Eldred, Main and McNary
streets, when he cut toward
town too quickly, ran
through a fence and a hedge,
and then out into Main
street, Mr. Eldred reported.
The wild driver was careful
enough to miss several big
trees and, apparently, escaped without doing his car or
himself any damage.
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Pennynle Postscnpts By G.

Make This Dream A Reality
While numerous representative citizens
Whose love of home and pride in their
native heath should long since have put
them in the forefront of the campaign
10
for a new hospital here still are withholding their support, others who have
much smaller stakes in the community's
I ; future go forward with commendable
1'11 I zeal in efforts to swell the fund.
t
Benefits have been given by women's
7
1 ' r clubs, Homemakers clubs, high school
;1 v girls' organizations. The Jaycees are now
1 4, `A sponsoring a "Princeton Night" benefit
(
4 d baseball game at Hopkinsville's new Kitty
tc League park which should bring several
t hundred dollars into the hospital coffers.
The same organization will promote But11
ler High School's football games this sea1 ta son, with all profits above the guarantee
to the school's athletic fund going to the
111, wi hospital.
Soon -upward of 100 men.,and women
1th.
r
of the town and county will be invited
,e ler(
gather at a dinner meeting to hear an
to
authority on hospitals explain the need
here and some of the methods of obtaining money which have been effective in
other cities and towns. No effort will be
made to put the Princeton and Caldwell
county folk on the spot but it is hoped
this meeting will give impetus to the
campaign. It will do this or, in accordance with the incorporators' plans, it
will sound the death-knell of the current
campaign.
Few towns the size of Princeton do
not possess better health and hospital
facilities that are found here. Many are
nothing like so well provided with doers and surgeons, including several
oung men who have been well educated
the profession and widely schooled in
the varied experiences of war.
11

Evidence is abundant that Princetonians especially, and the residents of the
county in lesser degree, are generous in
giving to all worthy causes. No War
Bond campaign failed here; several were
oversubscribed 100 percent. The 1945
Red Cross campaign went 60 percent beyond the alloted quota and last week's
Poppy Day sales were as large as those
of towns ten times the size of Princeton.
It is true that donations to provide
necessary money for a start on an acceptable health center here must be much
larger proportionately than for any of
the causes enumerated above; but gifts
to a hospital are in the nature of an investment in a great and permanent improvement to our community life and, it
is felt by informed citizens, the money
is here in larger volume than ever before.
Several of those now taking the lead
in the hospital campaign are, by the very
nature of their livelihoods, but temporary
citizens of the community and may remove to other fields of endeavor at any
time. They are doing their best to give
Princeton a new hospital with the finest
of altruistic impulses. For those of us
then who have our anchors down definitely and permanently in Princeton and
Caldwell county, whose families have been
citizens of the community for two or
three generations, it seems the call to
support this campaign should be more
imperative.
Certainly, when all is said and done,
those of us who love Princeton best, have
the most pride in her people and hope
for her future, will lend of our abilities
and energies and give of our means to
make the long dreamed of hospital a
reality.

/Too Little For Our Liberty
rf.. "I hope the Trainmen's Brotherhood
"does spend $47 million trying to beat
athPresident Truman", said a Democrat who
1111,.has been violently anti-New Deal the
•1111
last several years last weekend. This
*
oni
citizen declared the President's radio ad'best
dress about the men who were striking
/
$1-?against the government was the most
courageous he had heard in many years
and just what the Nation needed.
Certainly Mr. Truman reached a peak
in the regard of a vast majority of his
fellow Americans when he said a relatively few union leaders could not be allowed to take liberty and the pursuit of
zhappiness from the 130-odd millions of
t.4
)thers in this country.
If the Trainmen's union and other
Labor groups persist in the determination, as announced by A. F. Whitney last
week, to defeat Mr. Truman for reelection, perhaps that may be the one thing
ilch could win reelection for the Gen-

eg;

t

tleman from Missouri who is sometimes
described as the reluctant President of
these United States.
If it comes to a showdown as between organized labor and all the rest
of us . . . including more than 20 million white collar workers who are not
organized, it seems highly probably the
unions might lose.
As predicted in this column recently,
the coal and rail strikes and the manner
in which Messrs. John L. Lewis, Whitney
and Alvaney Johnston, president of the
Brotherhood of Railway Engineers, have
tried to domineer over the President of
the United States have done much to
arouse many citizens to the crying need
of curbing the power granted unions by
a too generous Congress.
That the unions will lose some of this
power seems a foregone conclusion today, tho the Senate did balk at giving
Mr. Truman what he wanted in the way
of a quick Labor law last week.

Listen all you Yankee lads
Who think we-all are rural,
And letme tell you one last
The word "you-all" is plural.
When we say "you-all must come
down,
Or we-all shall be lonely,"
We mean a dozen folks, perhaps—
And not one person only.
Now, I don't mean to criticize
Or act as if I know all;
But when we speak of only one,
We all say "you" like you-all.
—from the "Briar Patch", Alabama P. I.
* *
Altho for 18 months he escaped serious damage from many
varieties of bugs while serving
in the Navy in the South Pacific,
Harmon J. Morse, of the Farmersville community, had a different experience last Friday
night when a large fire-fly penetrated his left ear. Dr. W. L.
Cash got the intruder out, after
the victim had suffered excruciating pain.
*
*
*
Everett Wilson, Princeton Navy
veteran, is at home on vacation
after putting in his first quarter
term at Purdue University. Everett says it is a fine school "but
they make you work". Which is
as it should be, there being no
room in colleges today for any
but those who are really anxious
to do their best to get an education.
*
*
*
Lieut. Harry Joiner, Jr., will
be separated from Army service
at Manila this week and should
be home within a month, his
father told this reporter Saturday. Outlook for many more
Princeton and Caldwell service
men to get out soon is bright,
according to news from Washington.
*
*
*
Always welcome at this office
is Emery Dobbins, another Army
veteran, now located at Indianapolis, Ind., in an advertising
agency. Emery is a former newspaper man . . . but likes the big
towns best, he said while visiting us this week.
*
*
*
Trigg County High gets a
splendid new piincipal in Eltis
Henson, for the last year superintendent of schools at Kuttawa.
This able young educator is one
of the best examples I know of
the high type of school men Kentucky so sorely needs. He will
go far in his chosen field.
*
*
*
Merle Drain, a great auto race

OTHER EDITORS SAY

Pne World Or None!
It is a firmly established American
principle that in time of peace the military must not control the lives and destinies of the people. That is why Presilent Truman has wisely insisted on civil1 •
an control of atomic energy.
Advocates of military control are tryng to squeeze in through the back door
37 amending the McMahon bill providing
!or a civilian control commission. Sena- r Vandenberg's original amendment has
o
3een modified in response to strong projests, but the outcome when the McMahon
pill reaches the floor is still in doubt.
who accepted
,1 Top-ranking scientists,
krmy secrecy requirements during the
vv
SITe.
ear,say they will not--and cannot—work
SO t.mder such conditions in time of peace.
klready, American scientists are staying
tway from atomic research iii droves.
See Under military control and its attendtht secrecy, not only would civilian use
tor:4 atomic energy be retarded, but the
Jnited States would lag behind other
10 Tri:ountries in military application of the
c liscovery. Actually, those who insist on
.
° nilitary control are selling the national
Grilefense short.
For what purpose? The only answer
Net suggests itself is that there are
,
me who hope to use the bomb quickly
an offensive weapon, before other naIsxi
produce it. Otherwise, why do they
t to stifle further research under a
•
Two
ket of secrecy which, according to
e the experts, cannot in the long run
at
or fr .
vent other nations from making the
*nb?
' At is perhaps no coincidence that Sena, Vandenberg, the ex-isolationist Re-

kit

publican, who in his recent "get tough
with Russia" speech forsook the wholehearted international cooperation to
which he lately paid lip service, was also
the author of the amendment which
would give the military control of atomic
energy.
With his speech in the Senate and his
atom control amendment, Vandenberg
took a long step back toward the isolationism he once embraced. Since he is
the recognized leader of the Republican
party in matters of foreign policy, his
action may presage a wholesale return
of Republicans to the isolationist policy.
The problem of the control of atomic
energy is a complex one. But until it is
solved the threat of sudden extinction
hangs over every citizen. The American
people will do well to heed the words of
a great and wise Republican, Henry L.
Stimson, who said, "By its sole possession
of the bomb, at least for the present, the
United States finds itself in a position of
leadership. But this solitary position is
most certainly very transient. It must
recognize this and act swiftly. It must
take the lead by holding out an open hand
to other nations in a spirit of genuine
trust and with a real desire for a
thorough-going cooperative effort. . . ."
In November the people will also do
well to elect those whose devotion to
genuine international cooperation is
steadfast beyond all doubt. With the
atomic bomb hanging over us we cannot
afford to send to Congress men with an
itching trigger finger.
It's one world—or nonel
The Democrat, Washington, D. C.
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fan, had to miss the 500-mile
event at Indianapolis last Thursday while near there on vacation . . .• He could get no tickets. Apparently the Hoosier boys
haven't learned it isn't necessary to provide the suckers with
seats . . . or a chance to see,
which the Churchill Downs bosses found out years ago.
*
*
*
Now that our boys have discovered the weed killer can be
successfully applied with a
sprinkling can, instead of the
laborious hand-spray previously
used, we are in good stead to
get rid of a big stand of "dock"
In our yard . . but only after
Jackie had killed some very fine
tomato plants with the sprayer.
*
*
*
Kiwanians who have any conception of how much work Tom
Simmons has done on the new
hospital movement . . . and
under what handicaps, will think
a long time before they let him
down when the matter is put up
to them individually.
*
*
*
Tom works for a big theater
chain . . . is by no means a fixture here, could be moved to
another town any day; and yet
he has lifted a heavy load for
the community in this hospital
matter in the best and most unselfish manner possible to him.
His example is one a good many
of us should take to heart.
*
*
*
Carl Sparks is learning about
horse shows the hard way. Last
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week, after he'd mailed out a
few entry blanks for Princeton's
horse show, he discovered that
"junior" horses are different, in
classes, like this: A junior gaited
horse is one 4 years old and
under, while a junior walking
horse is one 3 years old and
under. We changed the entry
blanks.
* *
*
The good old days were when
Johnnie went to the store with
a dollar bill and came home with
some change.
*
*
*
One advantage the dark bread
has is that it does show little
boys' dirty finger prints so bad.
Tom Underwood recently remarked in the Herald that just
when he got ready to work in
his garden it would begin to
rain, and goodbye work. We appreciate this kind of weather,
too. (Charles Fennell, in the
Cynthiana Democrat)
*
*
*
We shaid a 30 percent gain
over Mar - 1945, and expect to
do as well or better in June,
the manager of one of Princeton's leader stores told Pennvriler
Saturday. Stocks have' gained
some in volume, tho many wanted articles still are not to be
had. This situation is just as bad
in Louisville as it is here.
*
*
*
Woman's Club Speaker: "And;
ladies, don't turn • away the
wanderer seeking food at your
door. It's only then that you
wives will know what a relief
it is to see a man eat a meal
without finding fault with the
food."

Washington Daybook
"First an analysis is midi
By Brack Curry
the youthful offender lad
Washington—An idea from
offense. If the United Stasi
Brooklyn may coax the juvenile torney decides after
co
crime wave back within bounds. all factors that there ia a
on
lawbreakers
With teen-age
Ability the youth will e
the rampage as never before, no further offense and vot
and
Attorney Gen. Tom Clark
just himself to society, the y
the United States attorneys are Is placed on probation.
quietly employing a plan to give
"If there has been no f
the errant kids a break and breach at the end of the
outbreaks.
head off future crime
vision period, the original
Some months ago, the attorney plaint is marked not ente
general told me in an exclusive ed' or 'prosecution deferred.
Interview, he became alarmed criminal record for the
youth
by reports that juvenile crimes thereby avoided. There is
. black mark to hinder the y
were soaring.
Clark ordered statistics as- in hedes
fetrrare
igahtp
cosecution
sembled and found that:
"The
More persons aged 17 are being leasee evidences an
attitude
arrested than in any other age respect, gratitude and a wi '
repre21
under
group. Youths
ness to cooperate with e
sent 15 percent of all murder- to direct his life into co
ers, 36 percent of robbers, 61 tive channels," he says.
percent of all burglars, 34 per- parents grasp clearly that
cent of all thieves, 26 percent of boy or girl has a chance
all arsonists, 62 percent of all escaping the stiroga of a cr. '
car thieves and 30 percent of all records
oif
df
vi,tBeut
rapists.
youth has been
"The arrests of girls under 18
aa felony, he often
have increased 198 percent since 'What's the use?' and to
1939," Clark noted. "Arrests of a life of crime. He finds h'
boys under 18 have increased 48 barred from many jobs and
percent for homocide, 70 percent haps ostracised in his
for rape, 72 percent for assault munity."
and 101 percent for drunkenness.
*
* *
"When these figures were preA
Missouri
"ghost
still
I
felt—and
town," so
sented to me I
feel—that this deplorable and at auction for $10,000, conta
dangerous situation called for ed a 14-room hotel, seven h
six tourist cabins—and a pc
federal action."
The attorney general explains lotion of five persons. But no
that the news has been spre
it this way:
"The basic idea underlying the its habitable buildings are dou
Brooklyn plan is to determine less plastered with "no vacar,
whether prosecution is necessary. signs.—The Times Picayune
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"That dream can still come true, Joe"
"Yoe, mean about getting into aviation?"
"You bet. There is a big future in aviation and I have the answerfor you!"
"I'd kinda given that up, because I could not afford the training."
"Why? There are nofiner aviation schools in the world than those
maintained by the Army Air Forces."
"Do you think I could get into radar, or television, or jet propulsion?
That's the sort of thing I want to do...."
"You bet you can, Joe. The Army Air Forces can give you exactly
what you want."

Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
THEN

AND

NOW, by

W. Somerset

Maugham (Dou bleda y; $2.50).

Machiavilli, profligate author
of "The Prince," and his machiavellian models, the ruthless and
scheming Caesar Borgia, ought
to whip up effectively into a
spicy dish, and Maugham here
tries his practiced hand on them.
According to his story, Machiavelli with young Piero Giacomini in his train sets out from
Florence as special envoy to
Caesar, then quartered at Imola.
The fortunes of the republic and
of the Borgia hang precariously
on wars waged by mercenaries
and on the favor of Louis xrf of
France. Caesar (as Maugham
spells it, Cesar as on the packet
and Cesare in Italian) wants
Florence committed to his side,
but the wily Florentines prefer
to temporize.
The main thread of the story
Is the negotiations between the
two men. Their imaginary interviews are buttressed by schoolbook passages about the history
of the period . . . imaginary history, too, in spots, you suspect
from one or two inaccuracies.
Lest you get bored with 16th
century statecraft, as indeed you
might, Maugham alternates council hall with bedroom. Meeting
the attractive wife of an Imola
dignitary, Machiavelli falls in
love with her. His intrigue is advanced by her complaisant
mother, an obliging priest and
the circumstance that the husband, though impotent, desires
a son.
In the closing pages some
years later, Machiavelli turns his
adventure into a comedy, of
which he says: "Its only purpose
is to amuse," This purpose ascribed by the Italian to drama
is also, as the author claimed in
a recent speech in Washington,
the main aim of novels. Machiavelli's friend responds with this
Warning: "You'll have the critics
down on you like a thousand
of bricks."
And that too could be "then
and now." Even if critics agree
that the function of the novel is
to while away time, like twiddling thumbs, they will not find
this a satisfactory whiter away.
It has dull pages, hackneyed situations and stock characters, all
unexpected - in this author, and

• lacks his customary skill with
words,
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And it is.

2, 2 or 3 year
You can enlist now for 11
/
periods. A 3-year enlistment allows you to choose your branch
of service. And when your enlistment is up, you'll have the
full benefits of the G. I. Bill of Rights ... including a college
course if you want it! And you will have prepared yourself for
a good job for the future.
You'll save money, too. Besides good pay, your clothing,
food, and quarters are free. So Is the best of dental and medical core. There's 20% extra for overseas service and 50% for

a flying job. And a 30-day paid furlough every year.
There's a whole wide world to see. Air Forces mechanics
and technicians are needed In Europe and Africa, China and
the Philippines, Wawaii and the Pacific. That travel is an
Important part of your education, too!
It over and you'll realize that your dream of Joining the Army Al, Forces is as real today as it ever was! And
only the young men of Americo are going to get this great
opportunity. Stop by your Army Recruiting Station today.
They'll tell you all there is to know about a bright future
with the Army Al, Forces.
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September. Half the canning budget should be tomatoes.
Beans come next. Dry beans
have been off the market. But
By John S. Gardner, College
any gardener can assure himof Agriculture and Home
self of his next winter supply if
Economics
he will do his planting now.
There is, of course, the Mexican
Second Gardens I.
bean beetle to stop, but both roJune is the month in which is tenone and cryolite do that, apmade the transition from the plied on the undersides of the
early garden to the second gar- bean leaves, and at the first
den. This year, second gardens sign of the beetles' coming.
White Navy and Pinto are the
may become extremely important. Shortages are developing usual varieties, but any other
In the stores, not only of luxuries will do. A 200-foot row in a garbut of staples, the vegetables den should produce easily 15
necessary to sustain life. This pounds of dry beans. Spaced at
situation can change after this 4 inches, a pound of seed plants
summer's harvest, but nobody 200 feet.

unty Agent's
Column

THE GARDEN

By J. F. Graham

YOU CAN I AllORO 10 SHOVEL COAL'

element of Feed Situation
r. H. B. Price, Head Deent of Market and Rural
ce, College of Agriculture
Home Economics).
Feed Situation
e outstanding development
e feed situation is the reannouncement of a 30-cent
paid on corn and wheat
delivery to the government
the increase in price veilknows that it will. Therefore, it
of feed grains. The new ceilIs common sense to fill every
Twenty-two farmers and .4-H
25
of
increases
granting
jar, and store potatoes, carrots, club members in Wolfe county
15
on
corn,
per bushel
have entered the corn derby.
beets and cabbage.
on wheat, 5 cents on oats,
in
At the outset it should be said
Campbell
Homemakers
ts on barley and 10 cents
that the second garden requires county have refinished 131 pieces
as much plant food as the first, of furniture.
ye became effective May 13.
and remanuring and refertiliz
is change in government
this
through
swept
River
• policy will have far reach- RESIDENTIAL SECTION FLOODED — Floodwaters of the Chemung
ing should be done as when the
hours.
48
effects on the cost and sup- Elmira, N. Y., residential section, after nearly 4% inches of rain had fallen within
garden was first started.
The crop that needs first atW. H. Johnson
of feed and its relation to The flood was caused by days of heavy rain. (AP Wirephoto)
tention is tomatoes, and fortuJ. Y. 011annen
tock numbers. Stockmen
operations
nate indeed is the gardener who
Boys Start krds
t re-appraise their
has 8-week-old plants to set, for For Immediate
Two Adair county 4-H Club
e light of these changes.
he will have tomatoes for canning
e present seriousness of the boys recently established foundaDelivery On
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those by late August, through Sepsituation as it affects Kention herds of registered cattle. who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
he
save
differs
somewhat
if
them
will
and
tember,
y farmers
MONUMENTS
Carlos Ballou bought two regis- 40 years ,ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- from frost, fruit6 to ripen indoors
the feed shortages that ocwill be published as a regular Leader
years
those
of
Leader
A-Week
tered bred Hereford heifers and
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
d in 1943 and the first half
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- to use until Thanksgiving or after. Plant growers who cater to
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
944. One primary difference his brother, Kenneth, purchased porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
at there was about 12 per- two registered bred AberdeenAugust 3, 1920. W. W. Chil- ily, who are visiting at Lebanon, the canning trade can still furPaducah Granite
less grain-consuming live- Angus heifers. For their cattle dress, of the Hopson section of Thursday, while Mrs. Griffin nish plants, poskibly a trifle
k on Kentucky farms on they have good pasture of mixed the county, has bought the C. and Mrs. McLin will return overgrown, but quite usable if
Stone Co.
Marble,
laid in shallow trenches, with
uary 1, 1946 than on either grasses and lespedeza on phos- L. Weeks residence in East today.
Seed
tips
only
protruding.
the
3rd Street
South
402
1,
January
or
1943
uary 1,
phated land, according to Coun- Princeton, and will move to it
Paducah, Kentucky
July 12, 1921. Mrs. John Lewis, started now, but of short-season
. A breakdown of the live- ty Agent R. S. Rankin.
about the first of September. He
Phone 799
will move here to give his Mrs. Dixie Vivian, Mrs. Lafe sorts (Break 0' Day, Prichard,
k on farms January 1, 1946
pared with those on farms ley from Canada or the avail- children the advantage of the Lewis and little daughter, Louise, Bonny Best and ever Earliana)
could begin yielding fruit in
uary 1, 1943 shows the fol- ability of U. S. wheat for feed City Schools. George Holmes motored to Uniontown, Corydon,
seems likely in face of the pres- will operate Mr. Childress' farm. Henderson and Evansville the
ing:
first of last week, returning Wedcows ____ 1 percent less ent world's food problem and
Uniontown
the need for use of wheat as a J August 3, 1920. Dr. John War- nesday morning. At
her cattle and calves
3 percent less direct food The value of corn, ren Stegar and family, of Jasper, they were guests of Mrs. E. R.
21 pei cent less up until the recent announce- Tenn., have moved to Princeton Brown.
ogs
6 percent less ment of a 30 cents per bushel to reside. Dr. Stegar will open a
OISE'S
July 12, 1921. William Blades,
14 percent less bonus and the upward revision dental office upstairs over the
ules
days with
7 percent less of price ceilings, has been great- Princeton Battery and Tire Ser- after a visit of several
hickens
Mrs. H. W.
and
Mr.
parents,
his
•
Store.
vice
less
percent
er when sold through livestock
eep and lambs 26
Blades, Sr., left last week for
umbers of all kinds of live- than when sold as grain and
August 3, 1920. Misses Marion Iowa, where he holds a responk are thus lower than three the quantity moving through
left yes- sible railway position.
rs ago. Particularly important commercial channels has been and Gladys Waggener
in
points
to
visit
a
for
terday
current
Kentucky's
analyzing
comparatively small as compared
, July 12, 1921. William Blue,
Colorado.
future feed situation as con- to prewar years.
Miss Carmencetis Hillyard, RelNationally, total stocks of feed
ted to that three years ago
ius Mitchell and Miss Carwin
G.
G.
Judge
1920.
3,
August
the fact that there are now grains in relation to livestock
Mrs. J. E. Griffin and Cash motored to Clarksville
percent less hogs on farms, numbers, while somewhat lower Harralson,
McLin motored to Sunday, and spent sesreral hours
M.
J.
Mrs.
it was the sharp increase in than for recent years, are still
Judge Har- very pleasantly at Dunbar's
Saturday.
Nashville
numbers in 1943 and 1944 at reasonable levels. However,
with his fam- Cave, near that city.
return
will
raison
t was an important factor in farm stocks of the feed grains
g for a serious feed prob- are not well distributed geographically,in relation to the disin Kentucky.
IN ED
he current and until-harvest- tribution of livestock numbers
THE SCREEN'S GREAT
•
e feed problem that is facing on farms. Areas that are dependNEW LOVE TEAM!
y Kentucky farmers is the ent upon inshipments of feed
...IN THE PICTURI YOU'LL
dequate supplies of conuner- grains and commercial feeds proALWAYS RINSAIIIIRI
1 feed and particularly cer- bably will encounter difficulty
'n of those feeds. The poultry- In obtaining needed supplies.
and dairyman who are de- The likely carry-over of feed
dent upon purchased corn- grains, other than oats, into the
rcial feeds will encounter in- next crop year will be small and
For fishing and pleasure riding at Kentucky Lake.
asing difficulties in obtaining not of sufficient size to cushion
ficent supplies. Neither size- a short crop of this year, should
le imports of wheat and bar- one occur. Prospective plantings
Just received shipment of New 2-horse power
of the feed grains in the United
States in 1946 are slightly largmotors.
er than the total acreage in these
crops last year. In Kentucky indications are that the acreage
planted to corn this year will
be about 3 percent larger than
last year.
In view of the national feed
situation it appears that Kentucky stockmen will find it to
Phone 212-J
their advantage to produee a
Cadiz
maximum of feed during the
current season.
NOTE—Due to unusual length of this attraction the Box Office
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Cunningham& Boyd
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exclusively yours

Pasteurized
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Our cap on a bottle of
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FEATURES

5176,471 47Ohl I

The Winkles Stoker
141//0111
c
with its many refined
45110A7 WU SUP
features is today THE
INDUSTRY'S out
standing product.
11 is saving money
and labor for thou
sandsof property own
en from coast to coast
Investigate the Eats-Air
control ... The fully auto
matic transmission which
has no shear pint Pressure
Sealed Hopper • The Econo
miser Burn.,., and many other
exclusive Winkler features . The 3
Year Warranty Plan ...Sim the Winkler crush rocks ...bits
into a steel pips without damaging or stopping the stoker.

Plumbing and Heating

SHE KNEW WHAT
SHE WANTED...
AND SHE
KNEW HOW
TO GET ITI
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41:0-jilii• •
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PATRIC KNOWLES
Reginald OWEN
Cecil KELLAWAY

PLUS! COMIC IN COLOR — PARAMOUNT NEWS

will open 15 minutes early with features starting 7:00 - 9:10.

SATURDAY, JUNE 8th

WORK

MONEY SAVING

SUN.& MON., JUNE 9-10

GARY
CoOta
IWO

Neptune
Outboard Motors

YEARS" AHEAD /N

Every careful buying home owner
should se* the Winkler Stoker
before buying any form of
automatic heating equip
/
mionL

News From The Past

AGAIN TONIGHT & FRIDAY

TUES.& WED., JUNE 11-12

THEY'RE ROCKIN' THE RANGE
WITH RHYTHM AND
ROMANCE!

pasteurized milk is your

I'm The Best
Driver
In The World!

is health insurance! Serve

guarantee of purity, sani-

it at every meal.

tation and quality.

Your

family will not only enjoy
the creamy texture and

I'm so good, experienced
and careful behind my wheel
that investing money in Insurance is silly.

ou

Inalall a fully OutOMOtiC
Winkler Coal turner In
your pr•s•nt furnac•
Sav• nIon•y and labor.
Ni Mown paritial.neloo Yew HIM

delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but

Right!
But how about fog, smoke,
Slippery mud and the

they will thrive on it. Ar-

"other fellow"?

range to have a quart or

Nobody Is good enough to
lick that combination all the
time.

—

4.06
PETER LAWFORD
DONALD CRISP
JUNE LOCKHART
NIGEL BRUCE
WILLIAM SEVERN

more in your refrigerator

AND REMEMBER —
new Responsibility Laws in
most states deal care who's
to blame or why It happened.
They just say, If you get Involved in an accident, either
earry Insurance or the chances
are you'll have your Driver's
License suspended.

at all times. It's perfect as

ALSO! COMIC — SERIAL — NOVELTY

a beverage with in-be-

COMING! JUNE 13-14

tween meal snacks.
Watch For
"CLUNY BROWN"
"SAILOR TAKES WIFE"
Phone 161

ADDED! COMIC —'WHO'S WHO IN JUNGLE"

Pace

Firth}
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Deaths:Funerals
1

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, Minister
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:55 a.m.
Sermon subject: "What Does
Prayer Really Change?"
Youth Fellovtiship 8:30 p.m.
Evening Service 7:30. Commencement of \rotation Bible
School.
Next week's calendar: Mon.
2 p.m., Circle I; Tues. 7:30 p.m.,
Board of Education; Wed., Midweek Service; Fri., Children's
Chorus.

James Elmer Barnes, 48, of the
Hall community, died Tuesday
morning in an automobile enroute to a Madisonville hospital.
He had been Ill several days.
Survivors are his mother and
several sisters and brothers.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday at Liberty Church,
the Rev. Edward Woodall offi. elating. Burial was in the church
cemetery.

I

ii ii

;r

At The Churches

James E. Barnes

4 11 41,

V

Personals

y d
Aubrey Childress, Louisville,
irke
spent Wednesday here.
ts
Mrs. Irene Shrewsbury, Louis'01
'
vine, visited her son, James
Shrewsbury and Mrs. Shrews( bury, Maple Avenue, last weeka end. She is a faculty member of
the city schools in Louisville, and
fit Iles enrolled for the summer
•svi quarter at ,`SVSTC, Bowling
ift
• tht Green.
Il tht
Miss Rena Hobby, Camp
icre Campbell, was the recent guest
4 of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
l are Hampton Hobby, S. Seminary
HIGHWAY TRAGEDY —Nine-year-old Edith Nagel, riding her pony, "Babe," was hit
!Prt street.
by a car,
are
Mrs. Eddie Hawkins, Good at Hempstead, N. Y., on a bridle trail cut-over. Edith suffered a broken leg and skull fracture,
and
is
in
serious
a
condition
in
Meadowbr
ook hospital. The pony was so badly hurt it was
,14,1;ang street, underwent a major operation last Saturday morning in a necessary to shoot it. (AP Wirephoto)
Louisville hospital, and is re- Freight
By Truck To
Henderson's Big Ammonia A light year is the distance
orted to be improving.
Cost More In Kentucky
traversed by light in one year,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lee
Plant To Be Reopened
(By Associated Press)
•
which is more. than 63,000 times
Cash left last week-end for ChiHenderson, June 4—Lieut. R. the distance between the earth
Frankfort, June 4—Ben J.
cago, Ill., where they will make
Brurnleve, director of the State H. Bradfield, in charge of the and the moon.
their home.
Ohio River Ordnance Works, near
By the end of 1945, UNRRA
Marion J. 'nosh, Fredonia, Division of Motor TransportaHenderson, has announced it soon has purchased $316,000,000 worth
Route 3, recently discharged tion, late Tuesday granted some
of U. S. military and other surfrom the USCG after two years 275 Kentucky trucking firms in- will be reopened.
Bradfield said "The War De- pluses located both in the Unitof foreign duty, is now employed creased intrastate freight rates.
The boosts become effective next partment will operate the plant ed States and abroad.
at Servel's in Evansville.
in collaboration with the amMonday.
The common house mouse is
monium-fertilizer program."
a native of Europe or central
The black fox, silver fox, platStrictly speaking, only the male
He said the plant will be oper- Asia.
inum fox and so-called cross of the species
should be called ated by a contractor, not yet
fox all belong to the red fox a peacock.
The female is a pea- known. During the war more
group.
hen.
than 300 persons worked at the
plant, which produced ammonia
for explosives.

y,r

!
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Hail Insurance!

U. K. To Receive 720 More
Veteran Housing Units
An additional 720 housing
units for married and single veteran-students at the University
of Kentucky have assigned to
the state school and will be sat
up as rapidly as the structures
are received, Dr. H. L. Donovan,
University president, kas announced.
The University already has 324
units in operation.

Insure your tobacco against hail. The cost is
only a trifle.
See or call the

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance Agency
117 W. Main St.

Princeton, Ky.

John Bull, as a personification
of the English nation, originated
in a pamphlet entitled "The History of John Bull," and published anonymously in 1712 by John
Arbuthnot, Scottish satirist.
Aeschylus, Athenian
Greek
poet, is said to have been struck
on the head and killed by a tortoise that fell from the claws of
an eagle in the sky above.

Thursday, June 6, 19

State Income Tax
Payments Increase

Frankfort —011— Personal income tax payments during may
brought total collections on 1945
income to $5,423,009.98. Revenue
Commissioner 0. M. Howard reported this week. There is a
possibility June's collections will
drive the total to $5,500,000, he
said.
Payments to date are well in
advance of department estimates.
Late in 1943, when the nation
was in the grip of war, the department estimated for the 1944
Legislature that income tax colFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
lections for the 1945-48 fiscal
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
year would approximate $3,800,9:45 a.m. Sunday School
000.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
July 1 last year that estimate
6:45 p.m. Training Union
was revised upward for the 197:30 Evening Worship
45-46 year to $4,250,000. For the
1946 joint appropriations comCUMBERLAND
mittee of the general assembly
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
the department raised it again
J.
Bright, minister
for budget bill purposes, to $4,Sunday School each Sunday at 750,000.
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
Howard attributed heavy colsupt.
lections this year partly to reMorning Worship each Sun- turning veterans who are paying
day at 11 A. M.
income taxes and to the departYoung People's meeting at ment's drive on delinquent tax6:38 P. M.
payers who have yielded so far
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M. $250,000.
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday,
Howard said 105,000 persons
7:30 P. M.
filed income tax returns this
year. Of tbat number, about 80,THE CENTRAL
000 were liable for taxes and
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
25,000 were "no-pays." About
Donal Wilrnoth, Minister
79,000 persons filed returns last
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
year, 70,000 being liable for
6:00 p.m. The Westminister taxes.
Fe4lowship.
Meanwhile, corporation income
payments for 1945 are about the
There are at least 1,500 known same as those for 1944, Howard
varieties of mosquitoes.
said.
The snake's stomach is located
in the fore part of the body.
Everybody reads The Leader!

"YOUR COMPANY
DEMONSTRATED
FORESIGHT,
INGENUITY
SOUNDNESS..."
U. S. NAVY
TELLS K. TT
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Day
A Comfortable
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Chair Is The
Perfect Gift

e-Ost
wedding
We've shown just two
of many styles, grouped
at this attractive price.
Lounge chairs . . . play.
form rockers . .. club
chairs. . . upholstered in
good looking fabrics that
will stand the hard wear
father will give it be.
cause he'll enjoy their
comfort for many many
years.

114 E. Main

Phone 92

Smith's Furniture

We
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Miss Patricia Smith, age
10 months, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Smith,
S. Seminary Si.
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Her favorite pet would be a kitty cat. Miss
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We of the Federated Store are proud to
have Miss Patricia as one of our regular
customers. She likes popcorn and lots of
Ice cream, She enjoys riding in her stroller.
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T

he employees of Kentucky Utilities Company are
extremely proud of this commendation from the
United States Navy. Our pride, moreover, is tempered
with the great humility of comparison when we regard
our task in the light of the infinitely.larger job
successfully completed through the immense sacrifices
of the Navy and its personnel.
We are acutely conscious of the honor paid us.
Like thousands of other companies and corpora
tions
in the United States during World War II,
we did the
best we knew how to do—after all, who could
do less
in the face of a world-wide
conflict that threatened
our very existence?
The commendation is properly address
ed to the
employees of the Company, to each
of the eleven hundred men and women whose co-ordi
nated efforts made
'this outstanding job possible.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Supplying Dapondabie Service for
Better Living

Princeton Loader
Princeton, Kv

Phone 50
•

•

•
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Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Nichols,
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. French and daughter spent Sunday with Rev. and
Mrs. Orvis Wyatt and family,
Big Rock, Tenn.
Rev. Orvis Wyatt will preach
at Lebanqn ahurch Saturday
night, June 8, at 8 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Doward Stallins returned from their wedding
trip to Lookout Mountain Thursday. They are at home with his
le -West
parents at Claxton.
of Miss Ruth
e wedding
Miss Ada Pruett returned to
daughter of Mrs.
yton Lytle,
her home in Chicago Friday
Owensboro, and
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with matching accessories roy Olivn
McDowell, Claude
her corsage was of gardenias. Sigler,
SigAttendants were Miss Mary Ray, Charles Riley, Gerald
th Lowery, sister of the bride- ler. James and W. P. Alexander,
m, and Mr. John Eison, Jr. Arlen Prowell, Charlie Austin,
Mrs. Lowery is a graduate of Tackwell a n d Annita, Jim
Paul Boyd, Follis
tier High School, Class of Joe and
5, and is an employe in the and Junibr Sigler and Pete Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Baker, Mr.
rical department of the local
and Mrs. Junior Brown, Mr. and
C. Penney Co.
Mr. and
Mr. Lowery is a graduate of Mrs. Author Sigler,
and Mrs.
Mr.
Oliver,
D.
J.
tier High School, Class of Mrs.
and Mrs.
, and is employed at Stev- Archie Sigler, Mr.
J.
Harmon Morse, Mr. and Mrs.
Chevrolet Co.
Lena Baker,
The couple is at home on Shep- R. Baker; Mesdames
Watson.
Edna Ray, and Jim L.
n street.
red by
sponso
was
supper
The
Club of FarmDr. and Mrs. W. T. Baker, the "Sew What"
•ille, spent last week-end ersville.
re with relatives.
gh,
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart McGou
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
week-end
last
spent
ort,
Frankf
wling Green, visited relatives
here with relatives.
re Wednesday.
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ctingly
Dresses to bring out the glamour girl in you! Distra
bared
feminine, underscorectfor big Summer dates. See their

ocEzeoSrAittp
,
gagraii
V

es .. .
low necklines, provocative peplums, sweet short sleev
y yours
delight in their flirtatious dancing skirts! Fashionabl
pastels.
for thru Summer charm in gay prints and pretty

t‘4
/

OI

ARE YOU
A DIAMOND EXPERT?

.1

you will IntaiediIf you are a diamond expert,
quality of our
ding
outstan
ately regrets* the
ce. If you
brillian
their
diamonds. itteir dory,
e
expert, place your relianc
•
not
we
and value.
on our rogusogon for high quality
here.
You buy safely, when you buy

diamond

4

WINSTEAD

4

JEWELERS

nts as
Use our Divided Payment Plan — Payme
week.
per
81.25
low as
tt.

4

$10.95 to $29.95

Thursday, June
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State Asks Bids
On Rural Roads

Workshop Leader

First Projects Under
New $5 Million Appropriation To Be Let

A

Frankfort—First of the series
of rural road building projects
under the new appropriation of
$5,000,000 for state aid to Kentucky counties will be let to
contract June 14, J. S. Watkins,
commissioner of highways, announced this week.
The request for bids includes
a total of 118.7 miles of surfacing and resurfacing roads. Projects include 13 miles in Bracken,
22 miles in Campbell, 45 miles
In Harrison and 36 miles in KenMurray, May 19—Dr. 0. C.
ton counties. State projects to be
considered on the same date in- Aderhold, director of the Georgia
clude nearly 5 milts of Louis- Educational Panel, will conduct
vale streets and 9 miles in Hartele of the workshop courses in
din and Larue counties. Henry
special curriculum for teach,
the
county bids for 7 miles will be
ers, undergraduates, and graduopened on May 31.
session
"It is our hope that we can ates during the summer
spend from a million to one and at Murray College.
Dr. Arerhold is now on leave
a quarter million dollars on new
construction and new surfaces," from the University of Georgia,
Commissioner Watkins said. "Of where he is professor of educacourse, we must spend a consid- tion. He is a writer of note, a
erable amount for maintenance lecturer, and a distinguished
since we must preserve the in- leader in education. At present,
and
vestment we have already made. he is directing the planning
development of a comprehensive
school program based on human
needs and resources. He is an
Brazilian Completes
outstanding authority on the dePortrait Of F.D.R.
velopment of a functional school.
— The
Rio De Janeiro —
In this connection, he will
Brazilian painter, F. Correa Neto, direct the workshop "Building
has just completed an oil potrait High School Programs on Comof the late President Franklin D. munity Needs and Resources"
Roosevelt, which he is sending June 2-June 15 inclusive at Murto the President's widow through ray State College. The course is
the 'United States Embassy. Paul designed to acquaint teachers
C. Daniels, charge d'affaires, re- with an understanding of comceived the picture for Mrs. Roos- munities and the utilization of
evelt and is forwarding it to her resources in meeting community
needs.
in New York.

WARNING!
As a precaution against the spread of
rabies, all dog owners are notified and requested to comply with the ordinance, requiring the
vaccination of dogs against rabies. This notice
has the sanction of the City Council at its session
on Monday night, May 27, 1946.

E. E. JONES, Chief of Police.
DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor

Pleasant Grove

By Miss Nola Wilson
(Last week's news)
The farmers are very discouraged about their tobacco crops
this wet weather.
Rev. Henry Rowland filled his
appointment here Saturday and
Sunday with a very large crowd
Sunday. Sunday School was held
at 10:00 o'clock with 59 in attendance, which was satisfactory.
• Wallace Oden purchased a
tract of land from Herbert Ladd
a few weeks ago, where he expects to build a. residence.
Mrs. C. R. Overby underwent
an operation at Jennie Stewart
Memorial Hospital last Thursday.
Her condition is satisfactory.
Mrs. Betty Rogers spent Monday with Miss Nola Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Dell Meagher, of
Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Ladd, and Mrs. Zora Wilson
spent Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie Wyatt
visited Mrs. C. R. Overby at
Jennie Stewart Hospital Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers,
Rev. Henry Rowland, and J. W.
Keller were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers Sunday.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner visited
Miss Nola Wilson Sunday.
Miss Virginia Rogers, of Nashville, Tenn., and Miss Mallow
Gean Rogers, of Hopkinsville,
spent the week-end with their
parents Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff
Rogers.
Mrs. Felix Mitchell and Mrs.
Aaron Rogers spent Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Leslie Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mason
and children, Frank and Faye, of
Hopkinsville; Mr. and Mrs. Forest Cook and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor of near Cadiz visited
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers Sunday.
Rev. Henry Rowland and family were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Enos Swatzell Saturday.

When Your
Back Hurts
And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par
It may be caused by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
waate to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and rnieerable
when the kidney. fall to remove axesm
acid, and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains. headache., dizziness,
.night., lag pacna. smelling.
ttienLy
.
it
urination with smarting and burning I. another sign that eomething la wrong with
the kidney, or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. If..
Don. Pill.. It is better to rely on •
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something lees favorably
known. Doan', have been tried and tested many years. Aro at all drug stores.
Grit Dee.. today.

DOAN'S PILLS

SEA SCOUT AND ADMIRAL

How To Increase
Profits From Eggs

Hardware Store Has
Genuine Nylon Lines

flocked in eagerly when
a sign saying "nylon" in 11.
dow. Ponsford hastily r,
some merchandise to exy
whole sign and show that
lie
selling nylon lariats—not h

Montrose, Colo. — (A') — Although Harry Ponsford's store
Montrose
sells only hardware,
By keeping eggs fresh and
chances and
no
took
women
clean, Kentucky farmers and
dealers would gain at least a
million dollars a year. That is
the amount lost from spoiled
eggs and price deductions for inferior quality, said poultry specialists at the College of Agriculture and Home Economics. Their
recommendations are:
1. Keep the house and nests
clean, with plenty of hay or
straw in the nests and a deep
litter on the floor.
2. Sell broody hens and roosters.
3. Gather eggs at least twice
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
a day.
4. Keep eggs in the coolest
place on the farm, such as a cellar or cave.
5. Pack eggs with small end
down.
NOW LOCATED
6. Keep eggs away from onions,
cabbage, potatoes and kerosene.

Radio Repair
NEW RADIOS

NEW PHONOGRAPHS

Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, USN, got the Silver Buffalo
(which he wears around his neck) and some off the schedule
hero worship, as Sea Scout Morton Agatsten, Clayton, St. Louis,
Mo., stepped up to congratulate him following the presentation
at the national convention of the Boy Scouts of America in St.
Louis. Agatsten is a member of Sea Scout Ship 28, the Polaris. The
Silver Buffalo received by the Chief of Naval Operations is
Scouting's highest national award for services to boyhood. (Official U. S. Navy Phopograph)

Jim Shrewsbury
OVER ELDRED HARDWARE

Wins Championship
A quarter of an acre of leaf
that brought $224.86 won Lowell
Roland of Mt. Zion, Grant county, the district 4-H Club tobacco championship. Plants were set
BY
EvVING
GALLOWAY
early and the crop harvested and
cured early. Complete fertilizer
We have with us today Barry the sun shines bright. But if we
was used at the rate of 800
unpleasant
the
admit
to
refuse
Bingham, president of the Courtruths about our State, the world pounds to the acre.
ier-Journal, and the Louisville
may begin to doubt the validity
Times, who has important things of the pleasant facts we have
In the 18th century, doctors
to say. Read him.
every right to boast about. I like wore rings on their thumbs.
I have a hard time restrain- to think that many strangers
ing myself from indiscriminate who heard me sing Ke
one
boasting about Kentucky. Like praises during the war
most Kentuckians, I am filled day visit the State, and that I To increase flow of urine anti
relieve irritation of the bladder
with sentiment for the beauty can show some of them the
from excess aciity m the miss
of the State and its celebrated glories of the Bluegrass, of Nacharm. When I was away from tural Bridge, of Harrodsburg and Are you suffering unnecessarr instrelias
backache, run-down feeling and disarms.
home in the service, I was worse Shakertown and all that sweep fort from eaces• acidity la the mime) Aro
you disturb.' nights by•frequent iliwire
than any Californian in my des- of matchless country the pio- to
peas watnrC Then you should lams
cription of natural grandeurs and neers saw stretched before them shout that famou• doctor's discovery
that
DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
unparalleled assets. One Christ- and .called "the Great Meadow." thousainds may gives blessed relieS. Swaasp
Root is a carefully blended combined.. el
on
mas Eve, in the deep country in
Would it make any sense,
16 herbs, roots, vegetables, kialsame. Dr.
England, I heard the soldiers in the other hand, for me to blind- Kilmer's is not harsh or halriit.for In
any way. Many people say Its inients
an American camp join in sing- fold those visitors and hustle silent is truly amazing.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAYI
ing "My Old Kentucky Home," them past the things I did not Like
thousands of others you'll be glad
address te
and in that far-away frosty want them to see, the rundown that you did. Send name and
Department D, Kilmer & Co. Ian., Boa
night I could tell that every man farms, the forlorn little one- 1265, Stamford, Coon. Offer Urialted. Send
was seeing a vision of a sunny room schools, the rural and ur- at once. All druggists sell Swamp Root.
paradise full of bluegrass and ban slums? Isn't it the same sort
bird-song, called Kentucky.
of nonsense for us Kentuckians
Need a
When somebody away from to deny the existence of these
home says,"Oh, you're from Ken- blights on our State? Wouldn't
Slack-Draught is
tucky. That must be a beautiful it be the better course to ack1-Usually prompt
State," I can only answer with nowledge these handicaps and put
2-Usually thorough
an ecstatic "You bet it is." I all our Kentucky zeal to work
2-Always economical
could hardly bring myself to to root them out?
reply, "Yes, it has some fine
That is the plan of the Comfarming sections, but did you mittee for Kentucky. Their proknow that 97 percent of our gram contains two basic steps:
farm homes have no indoor toi- 1. Diagnose the trouble. 2. Move
lets?" When an outlander men- to eradicate it. They believe Kentions our reputation for beauti- tucky pride is not false pride,
ful women, I hate the thought but good, working, battle-winof countering with a reminder ning, trouble-overriding pride.
that we also have needy blind
One word more. Lots of good
for whom we do less than any Kentuckians get hot under the
other State, dependent children collar when the State's seamy
who fare worse only in South side is turned out to view. They
Carolina, victims of tuberculo- ask angrily, "Hasn't every other
sis who face lack of care and State got its dark spots too?" Of
the third highest tubercular course it has, but the great difdeath rate in the Union.
ference is this: Kentucky is the
It goes against the grain for State that is going to do someus Kentuckians to mention ugly thing about it.
facts about our state, but when
I try to be honest with myself,
Worth $1 To Get
I have to admit that it is the
facts that cause the trouble, not Troubles Off Her Mind
Omaha — (.4) — "We've been
the discussion. If the facts were
untrue, we could refute them married 34 years," the wife exand turn the criticism to a glor- plained in police court, "and he's
ious vindication of Kentucky. all right until he drinks and then
The trouble is that impartial he comes home and get? into the
gatherers of statistics do not rate bath tub with his clothes and
Kentucky almost at the bottom shoes on and does the same thing
of the heap in health, welfare with my bed and clean sheets."
Municipal Judge Frank Nimtz
and education just to deflate
proud Kentuckians. The facts levied a $1 fine.
The man turned to his wife:
are facts.
We can just deny they exist, "Pay my fine, honey."
She did.
of course, and go on singing how

PHONE 423-J

KENTUCKY

50
HOME
USES

ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS

GET THE
500z
ECONOMY
PACKAGE

0

8E57FOR 11VS#/#6'

iliNTY

LAXATIVE?

UN DERTIOGS
0

0

SUTHO SUDS, INCORPORAIED • INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

AVIATION-TYPE OIL FOR

A Word of Real Value
to the Wives
A limited number of
BENDIX machines ar e
now coming in.,

Get on our list for early
delivery. For informa-

See what a neoutifa,
change takes place in dry

tion about the satisfaction of BENDIX ask any
owner or call us about
Two

skin when you give it
regular "Botany"lanolin core,
These dainty preparations are solncredibity rich
In lanolin they smooth
away the traces of dry-

the ...

ness...leove your skin

New D-X Motor Oil guarantees a tough,
oily film that stays on hot, fast-moving
engine parts for protection. None of its
rich "natural" oiliness is lost in the patented solvent-processing. Made from
fine paraffin base crudes for high heatresistance,better lubrication. In addition5
It is Stamitowdagainst oxidation and cor- •
ration to minimize sludge metal-pitting.

iofter, lovelier, help It

or fr

maintain the oil balance It

mull for btouty.

Bencli.zautomtio elbow .taandiut

CZ=rriiir fa a
•seivoimectsio
ANNIEP-9011
•Noun 111111411011
9114R4MM
•IMMO 11111141
•soulasre
•ass maw sea
•INN NIANIONTANCI
•CUM All? UNIKAIIIS

Phone 88

Wood Drug Store

111 MOTOR FUEL
LUBRICATES

UPPER
CYLINDER I
PARTS

Ale 141 geld eat
This new gasoline,
containing a high
heat-resisting lubricant,protects engine
parts subject to the
greatest wear. Also
high anti-knock,
mileage, power, and
quick.starting. Try
DX or D-X Ethyl.

...lbws ere
Neeeeds el Gaselloot

Ei
D
I
o,
910=11E1

Li:PI:

BUT ONLY ONE DIJ,

FOIL
GOOD COMPANIONS MOTORING
6""1)
tor,•••v

•

Methodist Bible
School Pupils To
Broadcast Today

001
'

Thursday, June 6,19
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Two Draw, Prison
Terms In June
Circuit Court

•

vele. ear

• 75

CLASSIFIED ADS
JUST RECEIVED—New shipmen; of Claire Tiffany dresses.
The Lillie F. Murphy Store It

Kentucky Books Four
Night Tilts Next Fall
Lexington, June 5 —(41— The
University of Kentucky's complete 1946 football schedule, an
nouncep today, will include four
night games, two away and two
under the proposed new arcs of
Lexington's Stoll Field.
The schedule:
Sept. 21—Mississippi, Lexington
(night).
Sept. 28—Cincinnati, at Cincin-

Business Firms Increass
400,000 In Two
Washington, vo Years
merce'Department reported
day that 695,000 new bus
were started in the last
2y
while 290,000 established
were discontinued. The
re;
crease of 400,000
brought
total number of
business
in the nation to 3,235,000 at
start of this year.

LOST — Decoration Day, May
30, fly rod and reel, between
The June term of circuit court
Dique Satterfield's and Eddy
Public Invited To Comgot under way here Monday
Creek Church. Reward. ConJudge H. F. S. Bailey, prewith
mencement Exercises
ItP
way Lacey, Phone 348.
siding. Cases disposed of until
Sunday Night; Movies
Wednesday noon included:
week's
Charlie Winters and wife, SEE OUR AD, in this
To Be Feature
Princeton Leader. Federated
guilty of a charge
not
Bernie,
Children of the Methodist
Holiday Death Toll
It nati (night).
Store.
of assault and battery; Joe ReyXavier, Lexington Is At Least
—
Oct.
5
Vacation Bible School, which has
peneten
State
225
nolds, 2 years in
women to ser- (night).
been in progress at the local
(ey. Assoc.ated Prim)
tiary, forgery; James Williams, AVON WANTS
Princeton
Lexington
--Vanderbilt,
in
customers
19
Oct.
vice
The four-day
church the last two weeks, will
2 years in penetentiary for
Memorial i.
Rivers one (homecoming).
holiday brought violent death
house breaking; J. C. Beshears, and also in Grand
present a half-hour radio proprofitable,
Montat
26—Alabama,
Pleasant,
Oct.
is needed.
at
least
grand
225
larceny.
year,
a
persons
in the
gram over Station WHOP, Hoppermanent. Write to postoffiee gomery, Ala.
tion, and more than
Six felony indictments were
half
kinsville, this (Thursday) after2tp
Ky.
LexState,
Owensboro,
2—Michigan
465,
Nov.
box
grand
jury
by
the
them-115--died in traffic
brought in
noon at 2:30 o'clock. •
ington.
Tuesday and four felonies and
haps.
RECEIVED—New shipThe program will feature
Nov. 9—Marquette, at Milwaumisdomeanor indictments Wed- JUST
dresses.
Tiffany
Claire
talks by children on things
of
ment
kee.
nesday morning.
•
learned in the Bible School.
The Lillie F. Murphy Store It
Nov. 16—West Virginia, Lex- Clinton County Has
The case against Claude Bailey,
departments
Each of the four
Active Oil Boom
ington.
charged with murder of his wife,
FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
above the nursery group will BARGE-LOAD OF NEW CARS MAKES RIVER 'TRIP— A huge triple-deck barge, loaded with
23—Tennessee, at KnoxFrankfort, June 3
died at Princeton Hospital,
Nov.
who
338-J,
at
Guess
S.
call William
I sing special music, with the en- approximately 175 new automobiles, arrives in New Orleans, La., after floating down the Mis- February 26, from burns, was
completion of a new well or
ville.
opposite
Service Cab Co.,
tire group of more than 100 sissippi River from Evansville, Ind. The automobiles are enroute to Houston, Texas. (AP Wire- postponed until the October term
daily, the oil pools of C
Princeton Hotel and I. C. Detoht singing several numbers.
photo)
account of the abon
court,
of
The wedding veil is believed county have attained a new
ltc
cr.,
The Vacation Bible School
pot.
sence of a witness,20Mrs. I. B.
to be a survival of an ancient in development, and Albany,
i will come to a closi with the Princeton Negro Held
Paul Cunningham Wins
Tanner, now residing in Cali- JUST RECEIVED—New ship- superstition that evil spirits county seat, has become a
, istri last class session Sunday mornGeorgia School Medal
fornia, former hospital superinOf Child
ment of Claire Tiffany dresses. would harm the bride if she town, a former State geol
TPli ing, June 9, and the commence- In Death
(Continued from page one)
Cadet Paul Cunningham, who
tendent here. Bailey was releasIndianapolis, (W)—Nancy Lee
said today.
The Lillie F. Murphy Store It wasn't protected with a veil.
ment program at the Sunday
Brown
sentiment
could
center.
daughter of was graduated from Georgia
ed from the county jail here last
night service, at 7:30 o'clock. Dodge, 6-year-old
As time passed however and month, on bond.
Dodge, was killed Military Academy last week, reFOR SALE — Practically new,
During this service there will be Mrs. Dorothy
Members of the grand jury
ceived one of three top awards the deadline for filing neared,
natural oak breakfast set. Inan exhibition of handiwork and by an automobile as she crossed
genera' scholastic ex- the field seemed certain to be are Wylie Jones, Frank Jones, quire Mallie Morse, Goldnamt' objects made by the children a street near her home Wednes- for highest
cellence and for the greatest ser- cluttered with little known can- Glenn- Farmer, Lawrence Wilson,
er's Store or T. A. Ladd, Sandday.
, during the school.
t
ltp
of
Prince
vice to the school. He was given didates, each of whom could be Noah Pruett, Floyd Young, Ivy
Calvert
28,
Anthony
lick Road.
, Presentation of diplomas and
expected
to
carry
along
some
Moore, Lowery Caldwell, M B
awards to the 117 children en- ton, Ky., Negro, was charged by a medal, set with a diamond. reluctant supporters, thus splitHale, Henry Hughes, Willie FOR SALE—Chrysler motors
rolled, and a showing of moving police with reckless driving, Cadet Cunningham also was ting the anti-Brown vote and
Wyatt and William Pickering.
and Dodge Truck motors. Also
pictures made of the school dur- drunkenness and operating a chosen on the all-city football making it appear likely the LexPetit jurors: Arch Walker, good tractor plow. Hodge Motmotor vehicle while under the team, for which he received an ington man, twice
ing its first week, will follow.
defeated in Hewlett Morgan, Urey Scott, or Sales. Washington St. Phone
According to the pastor, who influence of liquor. He had come award. Mr. and Mrs. Cunning- senatorial primaries, once loser
1tf
Giles Vinson, Joe Cummins, Roy
87.
Ann,
daughter,
Cynthia
ham
and
auto
attend
the
500-mile
here
to
filmed the pictures, every child
in the gubernatorial race, would Traylor, Jeff Watson, Jr., Dique
attended the graduation exercis- be the victor in August.
appears several times in the race.
Satterfield, Garnett Taylo r, SEE our collection of summer
es, and Miss Cunningham atmovies.
Western Kentucky, boyhood
Jones,
dresses and hats—all marked
Bond, Kirk
The Public is invited to attend
Fish are unable to close thei tended the senior prom. Paul, home of Mr. Brown, seems to Thomas
down. The Lillie F. Murphy
this commencement program.
Jr. accompanied his parents look with little favor upon his Clarence Hart, Asa Morse, Laweyes.
It
Nichols,
Store.
home for the summer months. candidacy now, for a variety of rence Ferguson, Jack
Loyd Wadlington, Jim Horning,
reasons. Many persons do not Fred Nichols, Marion Vanhoosier, OR SALE — One power hay
like to vote for a loser . .. and Robert Asher, Albert Coleman, baler in good condition. InterOld-Fashioned Tent
2tp
Brown has lost several State- L. B. McChesney and C. H. national. Phone 2606.
Meeting In Progress
wide races. Others are leery of Sharp.
ANTED TO RENT—House or
An old-fashioned tent revival
B:own's CIO connections and
Court was expetecd to adjourn
apartment; furnished oc unmeeting began Tuesday, June 4,
The Jay W. Jones Weather Strip Co.,
still more have been alienated, shortly after noon, Mrs Leona
furnished for two adults and
on Donovan street near Market, over the years, by the bitter
at- Trader, clerk, said.
of Louisville, Ky.,
a four-year-old child. Permanwith services scheduled each tacks upon individuals
Brown
ently or through summer. Call
night at 7 o'clock, the Rev. Opal has made in his losing campaigns. Leaves For Air Base
has a factory representative in Princeton for a short time.
97.
ltp
Blackford said. Miss Nettie
T-5 Jack Rodman left Sunday
The fact remains however, at
Tubbs, Peoria, Ill., is the evan- this stage, that Brown is well for Clovis Air Base, Clovis, New
free Estimates — No Obligation To Buy
SEE OUR AD in this week's
gelist and singing is a feature out in front for the Democratic Mexico, after spending four days
Princeton Leader. Federated
DELIVERED AND INSTALLED
of the services.
nomination for the high office with his wife, the former Miss
Store.
it
he seeks and, unless Helm, who June Ladd, and son, Jeff. T-5
Jones Calking Seals Crevices
served
in
the
European
summer
Rodman
EE
our
collection
of
apparently suits most conservaWilmoths Attending
dresses and hats—all marked
tive Democrats better than any theater and has re-inlisted. His
Saves You Money
Reunion At Detroit
down. The Lillie F. Murphy
of the others, can engender a wife plans to join him later.
Rev. and Mrs. G. Donal Wil- great wave of enthusiasm in the
Store.
It
Write or Phone 279 — E. C. Miller,
:11v!1P,
A:L....L.:iv •
moth
left
last
Thursday
mornFirst and Second congressional
GENERAL DELIVERY
PRINCETON, KY.
R
SALE—One
7-foot
IHC
disc
ing for Detioit, Mich., via Louis- districts, where Democrats
...Fashions' newest trick...10 moke
live
harrow. John Mahan, Phone
ville, to attend a family reunion. in preponderant majority, Brown
white bright, by underscoring it with a
84.
Itc
Two of Mr. Wilmoth's brothers is the most probable winner of
high platform studded with gay colored
who recently returned from the the party's nomination.
UY CHICKS NOW—Last hatch
nailheads...and adding a AL
r
service also attended. They will
How he would fare against the
of the season coming off Satvery
new
curvacious
toe.
WIP•II
return home the latter part of personable Judge Cooper, GOP
urday, June 1. P. 0. Box 27;
this week.
favorite, is what's worrying those
Phone 3062, Paramount HatchWho are good and loyal Demoery, Eddyville, Ky.
FOR
crats, in season and out.
Veteran Recuperating
EE
our collection. of summer
After Appendectomy Here
•Special Motor Tune-up
dresses and hats—all marked
Following a normal convalesLivestock Market
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
down. The Lillie F. Murphy
cence from an appendectomy,
Sales were steady to stronger
Store.
•Welding Service
It
permormed at the Princeton
Hospital by Dr. Ralph L. Cash, on the Princeton Livestock MarLowell Chubick, a veteran of ket Monday, compared with last
•Fender Painting
•
the World War with overseas week, it was reported by Brad
service, has returned to his home Lacy, manager. Total sold was
978 head. Baby beeves topped
in the Eddy Creek section.
•Body Work
at $16; No. 1 veals, $17 and
hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs, 120
Livermore
Bridge
Will
"We repair everything but the moon"
pounds and up, sold at ceiling
Be Toll Free This Year
The coffee with the wonderful flavor
Frankfort, June 5—The State- prices.
I. "Straighten everything but the rainbow"
owned Livermore Bridge over
lb. 21¢ 3 lbs. .59¢
Ferdinand Magellan, generally
Green River probably will beregarded
as
the
first
circumnavicome toll-free by the first of the
year, it was disclosed today by gator of the globe, actually was
KELLOGG RICE
CHOCOLATE
M. W. Tinder, Highway De- killed in the Philippines before
partment director of records.
his trip was completed.
KRISPIES
5/
1
2 oz. box 12(
MALTED CAKES
bulk lb. 24
East Main Street
KELLOGG
PEANUT BUTTER
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Save Fuel—Eliminate Soot

ULTI COLOR NAILHEADS
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(Incorporated)

LIMNS
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IL2

lb. jar

15(

3 bars

15(

100 tablets

lk

50¢ size

39(

SOAP
DOMINO
ASPIRIN

qt.

15(

LISTERINE
BLOCK

bulk lb.

29(

SALT

•

50 lb. 45(

6,?4e.44 quad and 1/w/41a4les
31(

FRESH GREEN
CABBAGE

'When you set out to provide
telephone service to rural dwellers over an area of hundreds of
thousands of square miles in nine_states, _you've

elielesa

SMALL YELLOW

TENDER WHITE

$s.89

lb.

14

4
lb. 151

GUARANTEED RIPE

ROASTING EARS

lb.

(
5

each

5
(

9
listen to "Bing Sings" Week days 800 A. M., Sundays 9:00 A. M.

farmers have telephones
We're hard at the job, using the best equipment and "know-how" that years of Bell System
experience and research have been able to devise.
Southern Bell trucks and men are becoming a
of the Southeast..

SOOTHER/I BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

GRAPEFRUIT

WATERMELONS

SQUASH

No one knows this better than your-ielephone
company, nor is there anyone more eager to see'

FLORIDA

lb.

NEW RED (lb. 414c, 10 lb. 39c) .1..
‘
bag

POTATOES

got a REAL JOB!

more and more frequent sight on the rural roads

wicar§on

VIVIANO On tomato sauce)

0.1 V E

S.

YOU

21(

SPAGHETTI

(pure)

MARSHMALLOW

featured in

styled in California
lex:

MUSTARD

—figure loveliness
—eye-catching zoom
II—durability
—color combinations

—VOGUE
—HARPERS BAZA
—MADEMOISEILF
—SEVENTEEN
—CHARM
—JUNIOR BAZAAR

46 oz. can 45ft

MEETER'S SAVER
KRAUT

bulk lb.

COOKIES

OLIV-ILO

ORANGE JUICE

for
io

9(

lb. 15(

CRACKERS

HATTLESLIUP

SO

11 oz. box

CRACKIN GOOD •

COMPANY

erserott

seas 111‘11/1111 wrfo10101 ttstS 1.111.

FATHER'S DAY - JUNE 16th

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT
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entucky Streams
ill Be Stocked
ith Trout Soon

PAINTS IN PRISON CELL

16,000 Rotarians
Attending 37th
Annual Convention

tate To Experiment
ith New Species Of
ame Fish, Sportsmen
dvised
Frankfort, June 4—Something
Kentucky
w is in store for
ermen—trout fishing.
The Division of Game and
approximate!
has obtain
ii adult brook trout for ree in suitable waters of the
te, and as soon as they are
pony planted, an open seawill be declared on this
e fish. The Fisheries Dement of the Division of
e and Fish is conducting
program primarily for ex:mental purposes, to deterwhether there is sufficient
rest in trout fishing to warfurther stocking and to what
ree this fish is adaptable to
ntucky streams.
e trout, obtained from the
S. Fish and Wildlife Service
ough its station at Smokent, N. C., will be placed in
anis of Eastern Kentucky
• g the early part of June.
of stocking and opening
the season on this species is
tingent on transportation of
fish, which is planned by
cks from the Division of
e and Fish.
he stocking will be conductin Eastern Kentucky since
ams m that section are conred best for this game apewhich requires cool, swift
ter, preferably in shaded
as.
ishing for trout will be open
anyone having a fishing li, with no special permits
uired. Kentucky's Game and
Laws do not include the
•k trout, since he is not nato our waters, but a bag
't of eight is announced by

..to make
it with a
y colored

6.95

fooled. Consequently, you might just as well be shopping blindfolded unless you are shopping at a store
where quality is guaranteed. Every item Sears sells is
guaranteed to satisfy you or your money will be
promptly refunded. Isn't it a wonderful feeling to know

k lb. 21(

you are getting full value for your hard.earned cash?

jar 121(

Tailored
Blouses

bars 1
blots 1

25 Percent Of Nation's
Supply Lost Right At
Home While World
Hungers, Claim

Washington, (41 — While the,
rest of the world hungers, Ameiicans waste 125,000,000 pound*,
of food every day.
This adds up to about 25 per.:
cent' of the nation's total food
supply every year. Of this, 100'
pounds of edible food per person is wasted right in the home.
The rest is lost between the
farm and the home.
The Department of Agriculture
estimates that by watchfulness
in the home we can save up to
one-fourth to one-third of the
food we daily waste. This is even
Dr. Klaus Karl Schilling, 74, bearded German physician and scientist convicted by war crimes making allowance for unavoidcourt last December of using 1,200 Dachau concentration camp inmates to test his theories of ma- able waste.
laria immunizition, walks to the gallows (left) in custody of unidentified officer. (Center) He
Figures of the Stanford Unistands on the gallows and (right) has the black hood over his head. Schilling was one of 14 versity Food Research Institute
hanged at Landsberg, Germany in one day, followed by hanging a similar number the next day, indicate Americans waste erough
In the largest mass execution ever conducted by the U. S. Army. (AP Wirephoto)
food to add 300 calories a day,
to the diet of each of the earth's
Young Spectators
500,000,000 starving persons.
Chester C. Davii, chairman of,
Are Trial To Court
the famine emergency commi .
Denver—(I3)—A social science
tee urges:
teacher assigned six junior high
"Beginning now, let's starve
school boys to attend the trial of
Racing To Begin Aug 3, Mahuel (Peanuts) Mondragon, 2130 Churches Will
our garbage can."
While food is wasted by each
accused of killing a policeman, Make Special Offering
End Sept. 2 At West
of us each day in the home, it
but they had no more than
For Six Colleges
Ky. Track
is also wasted on the farm, in
reached their seats when the
Louisville, June 4—Kentucky
Owensboro, June 4—The Dade
transit, in storage, in the protruant officer hustled them back
special
a
making
are
Baptists
Park Jockey Club, operator of to school.
cessing plant, at wholesale mar
study of their six schools during
the Western Kentucky racing esCourt attendants had arranged
kets and establishments, in
the month of June, to be clitablishment located near the to have the officer there because maxed by a special offering tail stores and in public eating
the day before another group of
bridge over the Ohio River about
June 30, lay the 2130 churches places.
teen-age boys had done the trail
The Department of Agriculmidway between Evansville, Ind.,
for their schools.
decorum no good by calling out,
and Henderson, has announced
Georgetown College, organized ture estimates an over-all loss
"Attaboy, Peanuts!" while the acin 1829, the only 4-year college (including both avoidable and
dates for its 23rd meeting. The
cused youth was testifying.
of Baptists in Kentucky, has en- unavoidable waste) between the.
summer racing session is schedrolled more than 500 students point of harvest and the point:
uled to get under way Saturday,
this year. Dr. Samuel S. Hill of retail sale, of as much as 30
Aug. 3, for a 26-day run, clospercent for tomatoes, lettuce,
is president.
ing with the Labor Day proCumberland College, located at cauliflower; 25 percent for cabgram, Monday, Sept. 2. Racing
Williamsburg, James Boswell bage, spinach, celery; 20 percent:
will be offered every day beacting president, is a junior co- for fruits such as apples, peark
tween these dates except SunYoung Stock Should Be educational college. It was or- peaches; 13 percent for orange$
days.
ganized in 1889, and has served and grapefruit.
James C. Ellis, president and
Fed Well, Despite
For less perishable comm
a large number of students from
general manager of the Dade
Cost, Agent Says
eastern Kentucky. Cumberland ties such as potatoes, peas
Park Jockey Club, has received
Poultry raisers should observe has an enrollment of 151 this beets, the estimated over-all 1
favorable response from horseis from 5 to 10 percent.
men of the American tracks this their laying flocks very carefully year.
These estimates relate to averBethel Woman's College, in
year regarding stable accommo- during the next few months and
dations and it is expected in cull closely, County Agent J. F. Hopkinsville, Powhatan James, age conditions and actual losses.:
president, is a junior college They vary from year to year,
addition to stables that have Graham advises.
an enrollment of 100 girls. and from area to area.
with
Scarcity
and
high
of
cost
feed
recent
in
Dade
at
campaigned
Campbellsville College, W. M.
Waste on the farm included
years a large number of new requires that close culling be obCaudill president, is a junior co- damage done by insects and rot,:
ones will be on hand for the served, and a high level of production be obtained, or financial educational school with 200 en- dents. Rats alone destroy each'
inaugural program.
rolled the last school year.
year as much food as 240,00111
Judge T. C. Bradley, who has losses will occur, he said.
Oneida Baptist Institute, locat- farmers can produce.
Mr.
Graham
said
young
stock
served as presiding steward a
ed in Clay county, and Magoffin
.
Waste
occurs, from breakage
number of years, has been pro- for flock replacement should be
Institute, at Sky, in Breathitt and spoilage in transit, from ins.;•
moted to director of racing. John fed well, even though feed is
county, have academies and have proper packing, loading, hand
T. Morrissey will succeed Judge high, as it is very necessary that offered
grade and high school ling and ventilating—especially
Bradley as steward and will pullets be developed early and work to a large number of
Moun- in the shipment of perishables.
in
good
production
during
Octoserve in this capacity with J. J.
tain boys and girls.
ber,
November
and
if
December,
Some 25,000,000 pounds of m
Graddy, another familiar figure
Miss Geraldine Pinnegar, is lost annually through roust'
highest profits are realized.
Alexander Pushkin, sometimes at Dade Park. Jack S.-Young
Roosters, cull hens, and mar- Princeton, is attending George- handling in transportation.
called the Shakespeare of Rus- will be the third steward and
ketable
cockerels should be put town College.
There is additional loss in reKentucky
sia, was of one-eighth African will represent the
the
on
market at the earliest
tail handling. Reports of some
Racing Commission.
blood.
arix gate, minioiralleadt Yellowstone Awaits
of the most carefully managed
stores, the department of agriReconversion
Boom
stock and to hens in good proCody, Wyo. — (IF) — Secretary culture says, have shown spoilduction, he said.
Marlin Kurtz of the Cody Club age losses of 3 to 10 percent on
reports happily that tourists' fresh fruit and of 3 to 15 perquestions about nearby Yellow- cent on fresh vegetables. LimitDarn Good Job
Sydney — (IF) — Two Sydney stone National park are return- ed studies made in 1942 suggest
girls make a good living darning ing to prewar norms. An Ari- that such waste alone totaled
socks for bachelors at 16 cents a zona woman wrote recently ask- about $450,000,000 that year.
Other studies disclose that
pair. They started 18 months ago ing for a schedule on geyser
and now employ three other eruptions and Kurtz replied that, waste in restaurants and cafewomen to help them. They also except for "Old Faithful," it was terias has averaged about 9 to
cdo other mending, especially for strictly a case of "pay your 14 percent of the total wastage
(Please turn to page two)
money and take your chances."
ex-prisoners of war.

Atlantic City, N. J., June 4—
With an attendance of 16,000 Rotarians and members of their
families from 50 different countries, the 37th annual convention
of Rotary International convened here Sunday night. Opening
the convention program, Dr.
Walter H. Judd, member of Congress from Minnesota and former missionary in China, declared
that if an enduring world peace
is to be achieved, ethical and
moral progress must' keep pace
with economic and scientific development.
Highlight of the convention entertainment program the first
night was a performance by the
Mrs. Leota June Queen, Iona, Mich., puts the finishing touches Phil Spitalny All-Girl Orchestra
on an Indian head painting in her cell at Stanford, Ky., a few and Choir,. which broadcast its
minutes after she is sentenced to life imprisonment for the slay- regular Sunday night NBC "Hour
ing of Cincinnati trucker. Mrs. Queen, who had no previous in- of Charm" program from the
struction in painting, Oid the head on a table cloth. (AP Wire- convention stage.
photo)
Keynote of this 5-day gathering of business and professional
the emergency powers of the
New Equipment For
executives, representing 5,800
Commission of Game and Fish.
Rotary Clubs in 72 countries,
Co-ops
Limestone
There will be no size limit and
The Christian County Soil Im- will be the internationality of
possession will be double the
bag limit.
provement Association, managed the Rotary organization. EmSince stocking will be mostly by Tom Roney, has ordered $72,- phasis wilfthe given throughout
for experimental purposes, it 000 worth of new equipment for the convention to opportunities
will be necessary for all fisher- limestone production. Grading Rotarians have in all parts of
men to report their catches at for the site of its new plant is the world to assist in achievement of the goals of the United
checking stations located at stra- going forward.
Nations, which are strikingly
tegic points along streams that
The Livingston County Soil
Were stocked. If from informa- Improvement Association has re- similar to one of the principal
tion gathered at the checking located its co-op. quarry and objectives of Rotary International
stations it is found that the .ex- placed orders for $25,000 worth —advancement of international
perirnent was successful, then of equipment. Construction of understanding, good will, and
the division may expand rich storage bins and scale house and peace.
Presiding over the convention
a program in order to stock more installation of new scales are unthe President of Rotary Interis
expects
association
trout in future years.
The
der way.
national, T. A. Warren, noted
to begin production July 1.
educator of Wolverhampton. EngAlexander the Great was born
The porcupine's flesh is edible land.
in Macedonia in Europe, died at
Among outstanding speakers
Babylon in Asia, and was buried and was considered a delicac
scheduled during the week are
Clinton P. Anderson, U. S. Secretary of Agriculture; C. T. Wang
of Chungking, former Chinese
Ambassador to the United States;
Almon E. Roth, President of the
National Federation of American Shipping; Captain Harold E.
Stassen, former Governor of
Minnesota; H. Raymond King,
noted educator of London, England; I. B. Sutton, Tampico, Mexico, industrialist; Dr. Alexander
J. Stoddard, member of the
United States Educational Mission to Japan; and Luis Machado of Havana, Cuba, Executive
Of course not ... but quality is a dif6cult thing for the
Director for Latin America on
the International Bank for Reaverage person to judge on sight.... It's so easy to be
construction and Development.

PING BLINDFOLDED

24(

Guard Against
Waste Of Food,
Americans Urged

NAZI EXPERIMENTER HANGED FOR CRIMES

Keynote Is Advancement Of International
Understanding, Good
Will And Peace

t7a rocatin't eithri

co.

Ih.

Section Two

Baptists Prepare
To Help Schools

Dade Park Will
Have 26-Day Meet

Sell Cull Hens,
Graham Advises

Up Goes Your Hair For Summer!
Call

Helena Rubinstein
Soft rayon taanna in o clean uncluttered style that's grand for
wear with slacks, skirts, and shorts, all summer long. Rainbow
had., of rase, blue, gold, and aqua in addition to Worm
'
brown and white.
298
No. 6,15 V 1533

ESTROGENIC HORMONE CREAM
' 3.50
A scientific preparation created for you who
yearn to look younger. It contains estrogenic
hormones — the equivalent of a substance which is
abundant in youth, but which decreases with the
years. Compounded under the close personal
supervision of this great beauty authority —
Helena Rubinstein's Estrogenic
Hormone Cream will help you achieve
beauty for your skin by retarding
the effects of aging. 30-night
supply. 3.50 Piss two

Seersucker Wash
Pants
Cool, washable seersucker in a
woven strip* for wear all summer
long. Sanforized to keep their good
At... and to easy to wash. Gray
and whit* stripe only.
No. 41E8511

Boys' Saddles

Kentucky

For that flattering, cool and just right up-do for
the new .open crown hats. Make an appoint-

ment today to have your hair styled in.a new
Hair-do.

Hair-cefting and shaping a specialty.

Good-looking and long-weartng,
they're tops with the fellows and
with Mothers too. Setae* leather
uppers end long-wearing son.
marking rubber soles and heels.
2.88
No.671'3101

107 W. Court Sq.

Phone 16-W
Princeton,

We feature Cold Waves — All permanents guaranteed.

2.88
SEAR
POEBUCK AND CO

Vivian's Beauty Shop

"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"
Phone 790

•

Phone 64

Corner 9th & Virginia

*

(Owned and operated by Vivian Baker Dean, and located
over Sears Order Office.)
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Waste Of Food

WINNER AT SPEEDWAY CONGRATULATED
chain smoker, wit and bon vidrawn
men
t
vant, still a bachelor at 57. He
New York —Eigh
4
eight different nations but was boan in southeastern France,
trom
'
;
' cowing allegiance to the 51 Unit- took doctors' degrees in medicto Nations make up a kind of cine and science and the highest
a,
tiv
cabinet under Secretary French diploma, "aggregation of
I General Trygve Lie, Norwegian, science," at French universities
'•
and has taught in France (at
j„ In the U. N. secretariat.
These eight assistant secretar- Sol bonne), Brazil, Peru and
r ies general, experts in their Mexico and held posts in the
v fields, hold daily morning meet- French education and cultural
!,
• 1, v ings to talk over one another's affairs ministries.
d problems.
He seeks to create "internaTheir jobs are full time and tional loyalty" through internat,
t( they draw tax-free salaries of tional co-operation on economic
a, t
$13,500 yearly, plus $7,000 to and social questions.
John B. Hutson, American, ad$11,000 in allowances.
I Lie gets a $20,000 salary and ministrative and financial services, 55, a Murray, Ky., Corp.
I ." $20,000 in allowances.
Assistant secretaries general during the war and served as
• yig.1
f" with purely administrative duties deputy director of war mobilizav1 —conferences, adminirative and tion.
tkit:41
financial affairs, infor7nation and Benjamin Cohen, Chilean, in
17'mNth,
legal affairs—report to Secretary charge of information, is of Russian extraction and speaks Spancr.( General Lie.
'
; ( Others report to U. N. groups ish, French, Englixh, Italian, Port.. ;
- art —the economic affairs and social uguese, German and Russian.
rPra
affairs assistants to the Economic Now 50, he was a newspaperman
.
Council, the trustee- before beginning a diplomatic
. are and
. Social
i an(
ship assistants to the Trustee- career which led to his becomi _
. —.... ship Council and the Security ing Chile's ambassador to BoliCouncil dssistant to that council via and later to Venezuela.
,
He likes Scotch and wine,
—as well as to Lie.
I
These men, designated "assist- smokes 80 cigarets a day and
a,
pt secretaries general in charge can cook. He professes to believe
Of" their respective fields, are: the world is getting better.
, e,
f
David Owen, British, DepartDr. Ivan Kerno, Czechoslovat.i
tiT ' !tient of Economic Affairs, is 41 kian, Department of Legal Afan economics graduate fairs, is a Budapest and Paris, and
'0
(1928) of Leeds University. He trained jurist in his fifties who
i
went to India in 1942 as personal was a 27-year-old diplomat- of
;
adviser to Sir Stafford Cripps, newly created Czechoslovakia in
secretary of state for India, was 1918. He served at the World
in the British Foreign Office War I peace conference in Paris
Reconstruction Department from and at the Hague world court,
1943 to 1945, and attended the once was Czechoslovak minister
fi‘Nav: an Francisco U. N. conference. to the Netherlands and from 1928
He favors "a maximum flow to 1934 was in the League of
of trade between nations which Nations secretary general's cabwould reconcile the different inet.
economic structures of t he
In World War H, he fled
world."
Czechoslovakia and worked in
Henri Laugier, French, De- the French resistance movement.
partment of Social Affairs, is a His department interprets international law.
Adrian Pelt, Dutch, conference
arrangements and general serSALEM
NATIO.NAL vices, went from a Netherlands
LIFE AND
F. JONES
ACCIDENT
newspaper editorship to the Learft• c.of/1.11,.•
AGENT
gue Information Section and
ak,
.
served there 14 years, becoming
107 So. Seminary
section head in 1934.
PRINCETON
BOX 112
He organized the Netherlands
•

'it
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,
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manag
patrons.
food left on plates by
EmerThe President's Famine
foods.
,Fare.
gency Commfttee (FEC) says
Store perishables with
is not
supply
food
world
the
food without unnecese
Prepar
draw
adequate. Anything we
than sary waste.
rs to
from the stockpile more
Encourage family membe
much
that
we peed is taking just
"
plate.
heap. "clean the
y garaway from the inadequate
Share or preserve victor
t"
amoun
ded
unnee
extra
"That
s.
surplu
den
pile,
Peelsays FEC "if left in the
Use all portions of foods.
can be drawn upon by people ing potatoes results in discard
ration
to whom the meager
most nutritious
en of some of the
nutrimeans the difference betwe
part. Beet tops are more
death and life."
the roots, yet are
than
tious
In the War Department's Pen- seldom used. The best leaves of
rs
tagon building, where worke
day,
eat a total of 50,000 meals a
curtailment in flour has results
ed in the saving of 4,300 pound
s
of bread each week; 1,345 pound
into
of flour which have gone
of
the tops of pies; 60 pounds
hot and 30 pounds of dry cereal

Novnifeatunts)

A

apolis, Ind.,
Calif., driver who won the 500-mile Indian
George Robson (left), Los Angeles,
his Thorne
of
seat
the
from
crowd
the
to
as he waves
Speedway race, gets a hug from his wife
is in background. Robson, who
trophy
r
Warne
's
Winner
right.
at
is
nic
Special. Robson's mecha
money with
0 in first prize money and $13,800 in lap
averaged 114.527 miles per hour, won $20,00
his six-cylinder car. (AP Wirephoto)
in negotiating the 1942
government information bureau II and
ian mutual assisth-Russ
Englis
in England before World War
With the use of a bulldozer,
II broke out and headed it un- ance pact.
been counsellor of the Roy Carter of Grayson county
has
He
He
fell.
ny
Germa
before
til just
embassy in London with had eight acres of stumpland
has a French wife and four Russian
of minister and was cleared.
rank
the
served
daughters, three of whom
n Woods, Dumbarton
Merchants in Morgan county
in women's auxiliaries in the at Bretto
Oaks and Potsdam. He makes report selling about three times
war.
up the Security Council agenda the amount of hybrid corn sold
Arkady A. Sobolev, Russian,
attends every meeting.
and
last year.
security council affairs, was eduIn nine 4-H clubs in Bourbon
Boo, Chinese, DeVictor
Dr.
oElectr
rad's
Lening
at
cated
Trusteeship and county, there are 620 members
for
ent
partm
e
becam
and
te
technical Institu
from Non-Self-Gov- enrolled, surpassing the goal by
a Soviet diplomat at 29. Now Information
ries, was born 120.
Territo
erning
43, he had a hand in keeping
A large number of farmers in
Washington, D. C.,
Bulgaria neutral in World War (1894) in
county are using small
ary
Bell
secret
was
where his father
nurse crop to alfalfa,
of the Chinese legation, and edu- grain as a
and in some cases,
cated in Russia, France and Eng- red clover
s.
grasse
idge)
Cambr
and
rd
(Oxfo
land
In Hickman county, 77 homeand is a versatile linguist.
makers reported canning 1,212
Associate
111110
quarts of meat., curing 21,595
Store
Alexander Dumas the elder, pounds and storing 5,009 pounds
was.
author of "The Count of Monte in a frozen food locker.
AIM PARTS
SATTORISII
Cristo" and other novels, was of
Following a clothing construcPAWNS
part Negro blood.
tion lesson in Larue county, 300
ERIRT
It has been estimated that a bound buttonholes were made
DWI Roan
of bees, when it leaves by homemakers.
swarm
Guaranteed the mothe
r hive, constitutes from
At least 500 farmers in MonPrinceton, Hy
Phone 212
roe county will use a ton of fertilizer to the acre on tobacco
this year, and a number will
use 3,000 pounds.
Sixty-two entries have been
made in the Christian county
corn derby, 40 in the junior class
and 22 in the adult group.
A bulldozer was used to push
out huge stumps on the farm of
Bill Hudson in Adair county.
The Lyon County Soil Improvement Association distributed among farmers a carload of
30 tons of ammonium nitrate.
It is estimated that more than
5,000 acres of the rye-vetch mixture in Logan county will be harvested for seed.

Ky. Farm News

MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK_.Tn
LARGEST IN WEST Ky.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone CO.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

up

s
The Kentucky Rendering Work will pick
of charge and
your dead stock promptly, free

are disinfected daily.
on sanitary trucks which
and hogs. Call
We pick up horses, cows

Kentucky Rendering Works

2 SALES
Registered Hereford Cattle
Monday, June 17, 1 P.M.
le, Ky., on U. S. HighLocation-7 miles south of Hopkinsvil
way 41 alternate.
entire herd. 1 herd
Having sold my farm, I must sell my
lines of Domino, Hazlett
bull, 34 cows with calves at side. Blood
& M. W. Mixer Domino.
For catalog write—

S. R. EWING, Owner

6, 1

Ford
June
Dearborn, Mich.,
statement by
1 'lowing
president of th
-u ret I1,
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C. A. Wood
Insurance Agen
Established
1907

"Not For A Day,
For All Time."
We Stay and P
"When you buy i
once from this Ag

you

are bringing

Hopkinsville, Ky.
ity home.

Western
Auto

Oil

Delivery On

Dead Stock
WANTED

a week.
This, the FEC says, gives a
rough idea of what would be
accomplished if Aimilar savings
were made over the 600,000,000
meals served daily in American
homes.
Also, if every man, woman
and school child in the United
States saved a teaspoon of fat
a day it would mean a total of
at least 50,000 tons of fat for
those starving for it. This would
be a big aid in helping us meet
our pledge to send 356,000 tons
of fats and oils abroad in the
first half of 1946.
The department of agriculture
stresses the fact that the homemaker can do more than any
other individual toward conserv-

f

A NEW Arrival

. Here are cabbage and lettuce are the
ing our food supply
s she can er leaves, seldom used.
action
c
specifi
some
take:
them
Save left-overs — make
W. H. loluison
appetising.
according to
J. Y.
Buy perishables
your needs.
week.
the
For Immediate
Plan meals by
plentiful
Buy seasonal and

ThursdaY, J une

Tuesday, June 18, 1 P.M.
Hopkinsville,
Location —Fairview, Kentucky, 10 miles east of
Kentucky, on U. S. 68.
26 cows with calves at side-8 bred heifers.
8 open heifers-8 young bulls-2 herd bulls.
know
Our selections are some of our choice cattle and we
you will be pleased with them.
Blood Lines — Domino — Anxiety — and Milky Way.
For catalog write either:

PLANT

Box 298, Hopkinsville, Kentucky

Stop T
With the heavy
weak spots in your r
remain in this condi
able life of your b
degree of repair tha
ever, because roof'
many of the other '
Ye the follo
your home
tab bezagon asphalt
butt asphalt shingl
lesPectively.

with

Confidence

Everybody reads The Leader!

Just Received Some
The first time in the world an enamel that
mixes with water. The first real advancement in paint history... a wall finish of
unprecedented beauty that wiff bring new
thrills to redecorating.
SPRED LUSTER will astound you with its
ease of application ...just imagine being
able to enamel walls, woodwork, cabinets
and even over wallpaper in half the usual
time. It brushes on slick and free of brushpull ... leaves no brushmarks or laps.
SPRED LUSTER is unusually durable,
washes like a china plate.

Gal. $3.95
Two

or fre

To fully appreciate
this truly different
paint, you must
see It demonstrated. Stop In anytime at..

Funk's"G"94
Funk's "G" 80
Funk's "G" 711
Under good conditions or bad, your Funk's
"G" Hybrid will produce more and better corn
for you. Under good conditions Funk's "G"
makes the most of the favorable factors to produce record yields.
If you have an unfavorable season, weatherproofed "G" Hybrids are real protection for
you. "Bread to beat the elements," these famous strains actually make some of their best
records when the "breaks" are against them.
So plant, with confidence, Funk's "G" Hybrids.

YESTERDAY'S
HOME
—may become today's sorrow.
It is happening every day,
everywhere. Many cherished
possessions can never be replaced. But it is a source of
great comfort to know that
your Fire Insurance will enable you to repair or rebuild
your home at once.
The only sure way to take
the burn out of fire is to insure your home and its furnishings adequately in a
sound Stock !'ire Insurance
Company.
We represent only companies
of the highest standing—assuring you of positive pmWhy not let us write your
next Fire Insurance Policy?

Phone 321

Phone 127-J

Hopkinsville Road
PRINCETON, KY.

• AttifY a new roof.
, rm
ecom
's
Warren
Warn's
"L
ling
ayomuretari
eaaa Alumintun Pa
Warren's Barn and
• reOcida4 holes in r
mine

Insurance Agency
PHONE 25

_• oho Telt
wurss's Aluminum
wItree's Ham sad
•

Of course!

Just send your summer
We'll clean and process your clothes of last

But don't let that stop you!

wardrobe to us.

season ... give them that fresh out-of-a-bandbox look. Then start
your vacation with a "revitalized" wardrobe of summer wearables!
•

Bodenhamer's

blirje alms and
l'ocestent (t-lb.

Just r
to carry

Siege

'wade
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ord To Build $50,000,00O Research' Center
NT S
—Tux
EST K'r.
ranite
e Co.
Street
tueky

ill pick
rge and
d daily.
all

Dearborn, Mich., June 4—The
Henry
following statement by
Ford
the
of
president
rord IL
Company, was released at
Motor
pearborn today:
We propose to start construcas regulations pertion. as soon
Research and Enalt, on a new
gineering Center here in Dearb4st of our
born which, to the
gasowledge, will be one of the
largest developments of its kind
in industry.
take 8 years
The project will
estimate a total
We
complete.
to
and equipcost in construction
ment of $50,000,000. It will be
located on a 500-acre tract west
Inn. It will comprise
a Dearborngroup
of eight build& primary
bp and will bring into close
fedgraPhical relationship all research, development and engineering activitiees for the company's Ford, Mercury and
'join divisions. These eight
buildings will be grouped around
an artificial Ipka 800 feet long
and 350 feet wide. The buildings
will be of modern design featurtt steel and concrete construction and limestone facings
throughout.
The center will be dedicated
to ray grandfather, Henry Ford,
who 50 years ago today drove
the first Ford car through downtown Detroit, and to the memory
of my father, Edsel B. Ford.

James Brown of the G
community in Gallatin c
used rotenone on all of his
co plant beds except for 10
15 feet where he ran out of
secticide. This section was .
pletely ruined by flea beetl
according to Farm Agent J. No
singer, while the rest of the
were free of insect damage.

DENTAL PLAT

Truck Tires
and Tubes

The zebra is a light brown anmil with dark brown or black
stripes—not a dark brown animal with light stripes.
The eye is only an instrument
d vision. Sight is a brain proNew.f
AP
refs)
dependent for its correct
functioning on the normal reacBerlin — American Military
tion of the nervous system.
Government officials predict
there will be "no book bonfires
and no witch hunts" in the American execution of the four-power
Allied order to destroy German
literature of a Fascist, militarist
and anti-Democratic nature.
The same discretionary policy,
Insurance Agency
they said, would be followed in
execution of a companion direcEstablished
tive handed down by the Allied
1907
Control Authority's coordinating
committee to destroy Nazi me"Not For A Day, But
morials and German military
monuments commemorating
For All Time."
World Wars I and II.
Maj. Gen. C. I. Adcock, deWe Stay and Pay
puty to Lt. Gen. Lucius Clay,
deputy military governor, as well
'When you buy insur- as other officials pointed out
that th orders left much to disof the zone military comonat from this Agency, cretion
manders.
"And you can count on it,"
you are bringing secur- said one official, "that Gen.
(Joseph) McNerney isn't going
to persecute a German for ownity home.
ing and failing to surrender a
history of World War I."

C A. Woodall

herd
zlett

Rome, (IP)—In an unfinished
marble pavilion Benito Mussolini
built for Fascism's never-held
world's fair, 900,000 pairs of mismatched shoes are being sorted
and rejuvenated for Italy's poor.
They are part of 5,000,000 pairs
of Allied Army castoffs which
UNRRA bought at an average
price of 74 cents for distribution to leather-short countries.
Refugee girls match the footwear for size and,degree of wear
before it goes to cobblers for
needed refurnishing.
UNRRA said 55 percent of the
shoes were found to need no
repairs. The project employs 130
persons.

human engineering. Machines
alone do not give us mass prois
duction. Mass production
achieved by both machines and
men. And while we have gone a
very long way toward perfecting
our mechanical operations we
have not successfully written
Remove Steins, odd New *Wile
into our equasions whatever
complex factor represents man,
the human element.
BRUSHING
"I am suggesting, therefore,
that we try to re-write the equations to take into account the
Kleonite ende owiesr, barns.
full brushing. Just put year plate or
human factor. If we can solve
bridge in a glue al water. add • hide
Kleenite. Prestal St•ins. disecilar•tieno
the problem of human relations
•nd denture odors dipappe•r. our tellib
in industrial production, I believe
sparkle like new. Ask your druggist
today for Kkenite.
we can make as much progress
the
during
costs
lower
toward
Robert the Bruce, liberator of
next 10 years as we made during
KLEENIT today a W
Scotland and King of that counthe past quarter century through
try from 1135 until his death, Drug Company and all g
the development of the machindruggists.
was a victim of leprosy.
ery of mass production."
This is one of the many important problems we hope to
tackle at our new Research
Center. It is a problem for reMsis a view of some of the major buildings of the proposed Ford Research and Engineering Center at Dearborn, Michigan.
search. We need to know more
about the "human equation" In
liehind this large expenditure cellent work of the research and and budget in the new Center. the Society of Automotive 'En- making things as well as the
is our determination to use every engineering staffs in many com- But there are many other areas gineers early this year, I said:
"human equation" in buying
aid which science and research pany departments. But we pro- upon 'which the spotlight of
"The mechanics of mass pro- things.
I hope that this action by the
can give us in our job. That job, ose greatly to evpand past ef- scientific research must be turned duction can still be greatly imthis
as we see it, is to make more forts and to coordinate them in the constant attempt to in- proved, and they can be more Ford Mortor Company at
time will attest our own unlimitand better motor cars at prices more effectively.
crease the efficiency of mass widely adapted.
ed faith in the future of a free
that more and more people can
Research and engineering work production and mass distribu- "But there is a whole vast area America and our belief that there
afford.
on the mechanical problems of tion. In commenting on one of in which we are only beginning are no problems ahead which
We already have gone far in the automobile business will ab- the most important of those to make significant progress— cannot be solved by the hard
this direction—through the ex- sorb the largest portions of space areas at the annual meeting of what we might call the field of work of a free people.
$44.85
700x20-10 ply

AMG Promises Discretion Farmersville News
In Destroying Nazi Books

igh-

Controls Flea Beetle

Fascist Fair Hall
Now Shoe Repair Shop

Stop That Leak ...
With the heavy rainfall last month you've found the
weak spots in your roofs. Every day that you let your roof
remain in this condition cuts several days off the serviceable life of your building. Be wise and make whatever
degree of repair that roof requires. Don't delay this, however, because roofing products are becoming as scarce as
many of the other "hard to find" building materials. We
now have the following roofing items:

The Americans said that, at
their own and British insistence,
private libraries were exempted
from the search for banned
books. In the matter of monuments they pointed to a clause
which states that "removal of
objectionable parts will constitute
effective eradication." This measure is expected to be substituted
for total destruction in many
cases.
"What's all this talk about
book bonfires?" said one high
official. "We expect a lot of
copies of 'Mein Kampf' and other objectionable volumes to be
surrendered. What's wrong with
tossing them into the chemical
vat and converting them into
good clean paper to help cure
the present shortage?"

Silesia Asks UNRRA Aid
Wroclaw (Breslau) Poland—
(W)—Newspapers say help of the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration is
urgently needed in Lower Silesia, reporting that there is only
one cow to each 600 acres, and
there is an acute shortage of
horses and tractors.
s ,'he coolness of floor and wall
tiles is a factor which favors
their use in tropical and semitropical climates.

Radiators!

It's Playtime
latest styles in Playsuits — plain, snappy tailored styles—

$ .75.6111.

Warren's Barn and Reef Pabst

WM Gel.

Dixie Barn and Reef Paint
Roof Cement (1-1b. mai)
loot Cement

$4.541 Gal.

Other youthful

900x20-10 ply

$76.30

We give a DEFINITE WRITTEN GUARANTEE
with all truck tires and stand behind it too!

TUBES
$4.20
$6.25
$3.75
$4.60
$5.65
$8.00

700 x 16
750x16
600 x 20
650 x 20
700 x 20
750 x 20
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

Western Auto
Associate Store
Home-Owned and Operated by

JOE P. WILCOX
PHONE 212

a r e attractive for
anyone to wear.

BEN FRANKLIN
Would Be'
AMAZED!
Leading printer of his time, Ben Franklin, used the "latest type"
hand printing press, capable of turning out about one hundred
copies an hour.

The modern printing presses in the LEADER Job Printing Department are capable of turning out more than 50,000 impressions in
a single 8-hour day. They are not only fast but extremely
accurate.

boys and girls.

$1.55 Gal.

Bathing Suits in
lastex, satins, jersey,
poplins — 2-piece

Fine printing requires accurate presses — inexpensive printing
requires fast presses. Our equipment fills bath requirements.

EAVIIS TROUGHS

and one-piece mournrner

We have just received a shipment of galvanized eaves
IMIths to carry water off your roofs away from your
buUdints.

dels.

"

of last
n start
ablesl

Steger Lumber Co.
carry a complete line of WARREN'S Paints.
Nat 517-J

We Deliver

PRINCETON

ruffled styles which

$ .15 Pound
$ J5 ,Gal.

$63.90

flattering to wearer.

Sun Suits for little
Warren's Roof Tex (5 gal
Warren's Alumina* Paint

825 x 20 — 10 ply

Sisk Motor Co.

Visit our store for

Perhaps your roof leaks a little but not enough to
justify a new roof. In this case, if it is an asphalt roof we
recommend Warren's Roof-Tex, an asphalt fiber roof coatkilt If it is a metal roof we suggest either Warren's Metal
Cost Aluminum Faint. A gallon covers 8-8 squares, or
Warren's Barn and Roof Paint in either red or green. For
Patching holes in roof or stopping leaks around lashings or
gutters we recommend roof cement.

is 6 feet 6 inches and weighs 240
pounds. He plays tackle. "Rollo"
is 5 feet 6 inches and weight 197.
His position is fullback, and he
is extremely fast despite his
shortness. "Red" plays a slashing game at tackle, effective on
defense and offense.

By Mrs. Virgil Watson
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Brown
were at home this weekend.
Mrs. Christobel Brown recently visited Mr. Charlie Brown.
Miss Louise Mitchell spent
Saturday night with Blorianne
The only spot in the United
Rowland.
States where a house could be
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Baker had
built with each of its four cora pound supper Saturday night.
ners in a different state is at the
Miss Jackie Shoulders spent
common meeting -point of Utah,
last weekend with Miss Patty
Colorado, Arizona and New MexOliver.
ico.
The family of J. D. Oliver
visited Gilbertsville Dam Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown
and son, David, visited Mrs. 0.
S. Brown last weekend.
Miss Nancy Travis has been
Is your car, truck or tracvisiting Janie Mitchell.
tor radiator heating or leakits
The Sewing Club held
ing?
second meeting at the home of
If so, don't punish your
Miss Marlene Brown. The meetmotor further. Let us clean
ing was called to order after
which refreshments were served.
Murray, Ky.—Two of the out- and repair it the modern way.
The club has been named the standing prospects for the 1948
Satisfaction guaranteed.
the "Sew What." The next meet- football team at Murray State
ing will be at the home of Miss
College are "Red' Cliff White,
Louise Mitchell.
(left) from Cleveland, Ohio, and
"Rollo* W. F. Gilbert (right),
lOth and Clay St.
from Paducah, Ky.
Distribute Onion Sets
Phone 54
diffoot
one
exactly
is
There
club
4-H
1,000
Approximately
HOPRINSVILLE
these
of
height
.the
in
ference
boys and girls in Leslie county
lettermen. "Big Red"!
were supplied with onion sets two varsity
for their garden projects by the
Clay County Wholeple Grocery
Company of Manchester. This is
the second year the company has
made such a contribution to 4-H
club work, totalling $450 for the
two years.

For your home we suggest either the 187-1b. green 3tab hexagon asphalt shingle or the 210-1b. blue 3-tab thick
butt asphalt shingle. Price $5.50 and $8.50 per square
respectively.

For outbuildings or any
place where an economical but
serviceable roof is needed we
recommend either the 55-1b.
or 65-lb. mica surfaced asphalt roll roofing or the 90-1b.
green slate surfaced roof.
Prices $2.35, $2.50 and $3.25
respectively.

"Red" and "Rollo"
Ready To Romp

Sula& Eliza Nall

TElRPHONE 50

THE PRINCETON LEADER
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Four
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The triangular tract of law
that often forms at the mouth
of a river is called a delta be,
cause in outline it resembles els
Greek letter Delta.
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For Sale

Card of Thanks

REGAINS 14 LBS. AND
GIVES RETONGA CREDIT

B.P.O. ELKS

C. A. Woodall

TONIGHT

T.A.& Miles Williams

MILK
BOTTLE
FAMINE
LOOMS

are finding it inMilk distributors everywhere
s ... Bottle mancreasingly difficult to get bottle
to fill orders under
ufacturers are simply unable
-wide railroad
existing conditions... The nation
s still more alarmstrike has made these condition
bottle supplies
ns,
tio
ing. From present indica
is our earnest
will continue to dwindle . . . It
not deprive you
hope that this bottle famine will
of all the milk you want.

eleS

PLEASE
HELP!
are disappearing
Thousands of milk bottles
u can help! . ..
every dayl ... That's where yo
sure to return
Every time you get a full bottle, be
. . your milkman
an "empty",... Your grocer .
u in every way
. are eager to accommodate yo
tle to put it in,
they can . . . But without a bot
. Response to the
they can't supply you milk ..
Return Promptly,"
milkman's slogan,"Wash and
is of vital importance to all.

Princeton Cream & Butter
CompanILyT. DAUM, Prop.
none 161
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Treat your family
to delicio usness
a n d nutrition by
serving our cakes,
pies and rolls. We
bake for all occasions.

ld
own, burt straw bedecked with fie
Picture yourself in an open cr
s a
in genuine Panama, or perhap
flowers; a stunning creation
of
You're sure to look pretty in one
brow skimming cart wheel.
for summer head flattery.
them and we've many more

$2.
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

ffage Sites On

ntucky Lake To
Offered Soon

finite arrangements for the
sale of land on Kentucky
e for summer cottage sites
e been made by the TennesVa116, Authority, although
t date of the sale has not
announced.
TVA representative will be
Murray June 2 and 3, and
enter Ridge site from 8 a.m.
30 p.m. June 2, to interpersons interested in pursites.
e following announcement
e plans was received from
TVA information office at
xville:
you probably know, TVA
arming to hold its first sale
tamer cottage sites in the
tucky area soon. Exact date
e has not been set but it

is believed that it will
be in
the latter part of June. A
formal
notice of sale date will be issued
later.
"The first tract to be sold will
be the Center Ridge site
area,
located at the mouth of Blood
river in Calloway county, Kentucky. The area will contain
80 sites, ranging in size from
one
to six acres. Each location
is
provided with access by means
of a newly-constructed
roadway
system. The locations are now
ready for inspection and, in
order to assist prospective purchasers in looking over the lots and
for the purpose of answering
inquiries, Mr. John W. Newman,
western district manager o
TVA's land division, will be at
the National hotel in Murray,
Ky., on the evenings of June
2
and 3. On June 2, between
8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., he will be
in
the subdivision and interested
persons are invited to contact
Mr. Newman either at the hotel
or at the site."

Homemakers News May's Rainfall Is
Double Average

Hopkinsville Road

Hopkinsville Road Homemakers met with Mrs. Bernard Jones,
Weather observers, wet from
May 31. The thought for the May's
18 days of rain, wondered
month, "Playing the Game", was If June
will prove, as did the
read. The lesson on worked but- previous
month, the truth of the
tonholes was given by Mrs. P. adage
that rain the first day of
L Funk. During the social hour, the
month means a repeat pera game was lead by the recrea- formance
for at least half the
tion leader.
entire month.
The hostess served refreshCounting two light traces, rain
ments to the following members fell
on 18 separate days during
and visitors: Mesdames H. A.
May, including both the first and
Goodwin, W. B. Davis, D. B. last
days of the month. And the
Boitnott, B. L. Paris, W, D. quantity
was as great as the freArmstrong, Earl Adams, Lem quency,
reaching more than twice
Beckner, J. . F. Graham, P. L.
the average amount for the
Funk, Lloyd Beck, Harry Johnmonth.
son and Miss Elouise Jones. The
May's total rainfall reached
club will meet with Mrs. Hugh
8.23 inches, 4.52 inches above the
Murphy June 28.
monthly average of 3.71. The
monthly average was surpassed
Cobb
Mrs. Clyde Wood and Mrs. In one 24-hour period on May
Jack P'Pool had charge of the 24 and 25 during which 3.78
program at a meeting of Cobb inches fell.
Homemakers TurAciay afternoon
a result of May's heavy
in the home of Mrs. Guy Lual- rain all, total for the first five
PICKING UP FLOOD-STRANDED — This rescue boat, cruising in the heart
of Bradford, Pa.,
len. Mrs. Wood gave a lesson in months of the year soared above
business district, is about to take Walter Dressler (head showing above boat rail) motorist
whose making buttonhole
s and a study the average for that period.
car was stalled in the flood. Mayor Hugh J. Ryan estimates damage at "close to $1,000,000.
" The of Brazil
was led by Mrs. P'Pool. Twenty-four inches were recordflood caused by days of heavy rain culminating in a cloudburst has reached a stage
of 27.5 feet
Mesdames Garland Shoulders, ed up until June 1, an vccess
at Williamsport, Pa. (AP Wirephoto)
J. M. Taylor, V. T. White, H. P. of 5.92 over the average for
White, D. D. Rogers, Clyde those months, which is 18.08.
Fruit Makes Money
4-H Conservation
Wood, Jack P'Pool, Rob McCalFor Johnson Farmer
Camp For Negroes
ister, J. E. Keys, Jr., Ray Adams, The gall bladder is absent from
How an orchard can add to
One hundred and fifty Negro Rosa Newton were members all common members of the deer
farm income was seen by per4-H Club delegates from all parts present.
family.
sons who attended a program at
There is still time to have good of Kentucky will attend a conCrider
Trimble Harris' farm in John- late gardens, according to the servation camp at Fee Memorial
Miss Grace Adamson, Mrs.
son county. A good apple or- Kentucky College of Agriculture Institute, Nicholasville, July 1-5.
chard is in full production, with and Home Economics. Persons The program will include talks Floyd Dunbar, and Mrs. Clevea large number of young apple who failed to get an early start and demonstrations on the con- land Hays were leaders for the
trees coming on. Harris also has at gardening should not be dis- servation of the soil, forests and program given Wednesday at
a young peach orchard and an couraged, it is pointed out. There wild life, as well as recreational, Crider Homemakers meeting,
acre of strawberries.
is still time to start vegetables educational a n d inspirational held at the home of Mrs. Hays.
The following members and
County Agent Carl H. Lay for canning and storing.
features. Nine Negro extension
visitors were present: Mesdames
said Rome Beauty is the most
Vegetables that can be planted workers, specialists from the
popular apple in eastern Ken- yet include tomatoes, cabbage, State College of Agriculture and J. C. Myers, Harlan Ennis, Cliftucky, followed closely by the potatoes, beets, carrots, sweet Home Economics and local min- ton Chit, Sarah Myers, Floyd
Yellow Delicious. Keifer is the corn, squash, Chinese cabbage, isters and educators will assist Dunbar, Cleveland Hays, Press
Adamson, Charles Rowland, Kelbest pear for that region, Clay turnips, soybeans for food, and in the program.
ly Barnett and W L. Beck.
thought, while Elberta, Carman, most kinds of beans.
Golden Jubilee, Halehaven and
Tomatoes for canning are us- Boone Farmers Plan
Belle of Georgia peaches all do ually set in June and may be Dairy Improve
ment
well.
started until July 1. Tomatoes
The Boone County Dairy Arare easy to grow and yield well, tificial Breeding Association is
Everybody reads The Leader! and should be grown in abund- planning an educational program
ance for canning, says the col- for July calling for the signing
lege.
up of 1,000 to 1,500 cows. The
Snap beans should be planted association will begin operation
heavily in June for canning and Oct. 1.
Pole and bush limas may
Artificial breeding will be of
Yr.Ilbekkeeds tee. N. wattles drying.
Yes. it in use. theme Is • ode be planted all through June, and special value to owners of small
liqoid
laakerthedirld
rieet op phooe. the regular pole beans may be herds, County Agent N. R. ForkJust received a shipment of
to It mete to 10011M1 sued remove planted
up to August 1.
ugly
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be started August 1 and creased butterfat production as
complexions.
U one as.
turnips sowed about August 15. much as 40 pounds per cow per
dole ass enagl A
yook
Fertilize
3-9-6
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vow warm
kleoreo today.sem
Irish potatoes should be planted yes&
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Nitrate
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
around July 1, for the second
Nitrate of Soda
or main crop.
Pre-war Act Probed
Cabbage, beets and carrots
Tokyo—VP)—The Japanese fi"Stays in perfect drilling condition all the time."
grow up to freezing weather nance ministry has been ordered
and then store well. There is to report to the Allied civil propstill plenty of time to grow them. erty custodian on the disposition
Squash store well. Winter squash of Allied cargoes detained in
may be sowed until July 1 and Japan by the freezing of shipPhone 127-J
summer squash until July 20. ping in Japanese ports in July
Hopkinsville Road
The general food situation 1041.
calls for extra attention to gardening, it is stated. In some instances store shalves already
•Is your car in shape to give
have been about bare, and homeyou maximum service this sumproduced food may help out next
mer? If you need money for refall and winter.
pairs, let us supply it.
We advance cash for motor
overhauling, tire recapping,
Rural Far Delivery
brake relining, or any other repairs your car may need.
Alamosa, Colo., (113)—A rural
Comae ifs or pboxt. You'll remail route of 100.8 miles, beceive prompt service.
lieved to be the longest in the
nation, has been approved from
Antonito west to the Conejos
River Canyon. It was authorized
largely to serve construction
workers and vacationists.
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Tennessee and Missouri each
Princeton, Kentucky
are touched by eight other states.

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
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Time Enough Left
For Good Gardens

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredoaia, Ky.
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ATTENTION
FARMERS!

kt gold finish, on all sides!
Ira heavy for long wear. Will
ear wonderfully—molded from
lid stock! Even the chains are
ered for greater strength.
lit boxed for Father's Day 1
Cellar ber. ft. chain
Tailored Si. bars

49,

_ $1.50
___ 1.00

Seep-ring key chola _
Good-grip collar clip

1.00
.50

Assorted tie chains

1 00

Oreasnented tie bars

1.00

Robinson Implement Co.

for
Car
Repairs

HE'LL LIKE TO GET

an can have too many
kerchiefs, and there's
orry about sizes iii
Father's Day Gift!
uhite and white with
ed borders. Some
hand rolled edges.

en's Belts
c &$1.40
ther

FOR' HOMES BEYOND THE CITY GAS MAINS
Cook with your own gas supply — ()A-

and Plastic

ges.

END

bottiod cooking ges. It's

delivered in cylinders

use Slipper
DRESS STRAW

supplied as

you need it. Used with a new Roper
Dri-ges mtge. it provides modern gas

EN'S LEATHER

;2.98

Official Outfitters for The Kitty League

cooking at Ns '
very finest.

kiss
Hamb'y Electric
Service & Supply Co.
213 N. Harrison St.

Phone 707 —537

Princeton, Kentucky

Wilson and Spalding
SPORTING GOODS FOR
*Tennis

*Golf

Dad will be happy
as a lark when you
gift him with our
new, hand painted
ties . . . our smooth
famous- brand ones.
Come in today and
see our selection.
SEE OUR

*Baseball

*Football *Basketball

OTHER GIFTS

